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Farm Poultry

With the Results of Some Experi-

ments of Poultry Houses and
Fatteninsr Chickens
By W, R. Graham and F. N. Marcellus.

INTRODUCTION.

More interest in. poultry and poultry products is shown from year to year.
Many farmers a few years ago considered poultry as a necessary evil and not in
any sense of the word as revenue makers. There are yet a considerable number
of this class, but more people are finding that the keeping of poultry is profitable

and enjoyable. We now find a large number of farmers keeping from fifty to one
hundred hens, who are well pleased with the cash returns from their poultry. There
are also a growing number of small farmers who specialize in poultry-keeping
profitably, and further there are numerous persons in cities, towns and villages

who are making money from poultry.

The writers in the following pages will endeavor to give in a concise fonn
the results of their experience covering a period of more than fifteen years with
poultry at this College.

SUCCESS or FAILURE in keeping poultry depends upon breeding, feeding,
housing, rearing, sanitation, and general management. All of these factors must
be carefully studied. We do not mean to infer that the keeping of poultry is

extremely difficult, but we do wish to impress upon our readers that it is no busi-

ness for a lazy or an indifferent person or one who is not prepared to plan the
work carefully and then work to the plan. There are a larger number ol individuals
in the poultrv flock than in most other flocks of live stock kept upon the farm, and
the individual unit is frequently lost in the mass. The writers believe poultry pro-
duction will be found both enjoyable and profitable if the person in charge will

do his or her part well, but we would discourage people who are not prepared to

work faithfully and systematically. Bv this we mean sumpss is not likely to be

1



obtained by can.ful fw«liiig, etc., for five or six da)!*, and tl^en on the following

days forget to feed or water, ete. Where poultry is kept in large numbers, success

depends almost entirely upon efficiency.

The general farmer has nearly all the conditions for success and if given
reasonable attention poultry-keeping should be one of the revenue producers of the
£arm.

I

VAIKEDH OF POULTRY.

The present high prices of eggs and meat have done much to popularize poultry
on the farm, and consequent 'y we are frequently asked as to "What is the best

breed of poultry." It is impossible to answer this question, as some breeds are
special purpose breeds and others general purpose breeds. There is undoubtedly
more difference in strains of tiic same broed than there is between breeds.

It is not the purpose of the writers to discuss all breeds of poultry in this

bulletin, but simply to mention the general characteristics of some of the more
popular ones. We shall endeavor to classify these breeds more or le.-s on
utility lines rather than according to the usual classification as adopted in various

poultry publications. It may be taken as a rule that all breeds that lay brown
or tinted shelled eggs will set, hatch, and rear their young, and all breeds which
lay white-shelled eggs, with the exception of Dorkings, are non-sitters, and the

eggs from these breeds have to be hatched artificially or by hens of other varieties.

It will, therefore, be seen that the general purpose breeds lay tinted eggs and are

good sitters and mothers.

Gexeral Purpose Breeds.

Plymouth Rocks. There are six varieties of this breed—three of which are
common—Barred, White, and Buff. The Partridge, Columbian, and Silver

Pencilled are not so common. The Barred Plymouth Rock is undoubtedly the
most popular variety of fowl among farmers. The best bred-to-lay strains are

good »Iiiter layers, fair summer layers, make first-class roasters, and fair to good
broilers. It is one of the hardiest breeds. The standard weights are : Cock birds,

9 VI; lbs.; cockerels, S lbs.; hens, 71/^ lbs.; and pullets, 61^ lbs. Bred-to-lay strains

usually run slightly below the standard weights in all sections except cock birds.

Wyandottes. There are several varieties in this breed among which might
be mentioned : White, Buff, Silver Laced, Golden Laced, Black Columbian, Partridge
and Silver Pencilled. The most popular variety from a commercial standpoint
is the White. This breed has practically the same characteristics as the Plymouth
Rocks, but is more blocky in type and usually longer in the feather. The feathers

are not carried so close to the body as tlie Rocks. They have rose combs, which
by some is supposed to be an advantage in cold climates. Wyandottes make good
broilers and good roasters. Some strains are good layers and they make good
mothers. The standard weight of these birds is one pound less than those of the

Plymouth Rocks.

Rhode Island Reds. There are two varieties of this breed, single comb and
rose comb. As compared with the Plymotitli Rocks and Wyandottes they are longer

in appearance and not so massive. They were originated by the farmers of the

State of Rhode Island, and are very popular in that State. Tliey have also grown
in popularity in this country to such an extent that they now rival the Plymouth
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Rocks and Wyandottes. They are liardy, pood winter layers, ai lir summer

layers. In color they are a rich, bright red, with black tails, ami more or lesa

blaclv in the vvinffs. During warm weather our experuiice has been that they

are more given to incubating than the two breeds mentioned al)ovo. The standard

weights of this breed arc: Cociv birds, 8l/o lbs.; coeken is, T'/j lbs.; hens, C'/o lbs.,

and pullets, 5 lbs.

Urpinglons. This general purpose breed tliffers from those mentioned in that

they have white legs and skin; tiie other breeds having yellow legs and yellow skin.

The common varietii's of this breed are: Ruff. White, and Hhuk. At the present

time there are probably more Ituff Orpingtons bred tlian any other variety, but

the White may outrival the BulT. The Blaci<s are being bred more by the fanciers

than l)y the farnuTs. fur the reason tliat their black plumage and dark-colored

legs arc somewhat against them for market purposes. This breed U among the

best winter layers ; makes good roasters ami iiroilers, but is probably more given

to incubating during warm weather tiian either the Rocks or the Wyandottes. The

standard weights arc about one pound per bird above the Plymouth Kocks. For

general farm use they might be more profitably bred with less weight, for the

reason that the largest l)irds are usually somewhat leggy and rougli in appearance

when weighing 4 to 5 lbs. When one wants very large roasters, weighing from

7 to 8 lbs. each or more, the larger birds, of course, would be better.

Dorkings. This is one of the oldest English breeds, and is popular in some

districts. They are a large breed, long in the body and short in the legs. By

many they are considered to be weak in constitution, although our experience

would not' bear this out, entirely. They lay large white eggs, and are good sitters

and mothers. They are white fleshed and white legged. Their peculiarity is

that they have five' toes. This is, at times, a disadvantage, especially when the

fowls have to scratch in straw where there is more or less binder twine, which is

apt to get around the extra toe, and thereby occasionally fastening both feet together.

This is not a very serious objection. Where there is high, dry ground and plenty

of range, and a pe.son fancies the Dorking color or type, they are worthy of con-

sideration.

Meat Breeds.

Brahtnas. '<"< >ered-legged breeds are not very extensively kept. The

most popular c .s the Brahma. This breed is very hardy, and lays very

large brown eggs. Ihey are rather slow to mature and ti feathers on the legs

are not altogether desirable from a farmer's standpoint, in that they are apt to

get wet and freeze easily. Brahmas make the best roasters, but are somewhat

slow to mature, and the females, in our experience, have not been very good layers,

although there are some females that do well. This breed is yellow skinned.

Langshans. Langshans are also of the feathered-leg breed, but have whitl

skin. They are longer in the legs than the Brahmas and are not so heavy.

Games. By mnny the Game would not be considered a chicken suitable to

farmers. The exhibition Games, as they are known in tin Standard, are altogether

too long in the legs and head, and too weak in constitution for the ordinary farmer,

but the Cornish Games and what is known as the Ohl English Game are worthy

of consideration. The Cornish Game is a very large, tight-feathered, full-brca«ted

chicken, and probably carries more meat on its breast than any other breed. The

objection to the Cornish Game is that it is a poor layer. The English Game, some-

times termed " Pit Game," is a hardy bird. They are fair layers and make fair
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roasters. Tlic most serious objection to tliis breed from a farmer's standpoint
is that tliere is a great tendency among the young cockerels to be very pugnacious.
Tills is sometimes carried to such an extent that they kill one another. Other
than this, they make a fairly good farm chicken, especially where the mothers are

required to protect their young.

Special Pcrpose Ego Bheeds.

During recent years, commercial egg farms have done much to popularize
this class of fowl. Of all the breeds used for this purpv-e the Leghorn is the
moat popular, and of the Leghorn the Whites are being kept in the largest numbers.
They are good layers dnring the natural laying season, but in the experience of
the writers are liable to suffer more from the cold winter weather than are some
of the heavier breeds. They are, otherwise, quite hardy. It is now a well-estab-

lished fact that on the average a larger number of chicks car be hatched from a

given nnmber of eggs from Leghorns than with other breeds and their chicks are
easily roared. The young cockerels make good broilers, but are of no use for

roasters. Leghorns can no doubt be more successfully kept in large flocks than
can the heavy breeds. Cases of commercial farm keeping from three to five hun-
dred in a flock are common, although the fait remains that highest egg yields

up to the present are secured from smaller sized flocks. 0' the other varieties

the Browns, Buffs, and Blacks are most comi ->n, but are more popular with the

*nnciers than with the farmers owing to the color.

Minorcas. There are three varieties of Minorcas. The Rose Comb Black and
Single Comb Black arc more commonly bred than is the \Miite variety. This
breed is larger than the Leghorn, and also lay: a larger egg. They have very la.^e

combs and wattles.

Anconas. This breed might be termed a speckled or mottled Leghorn. They
have all the characteristics of the Leghorn and are black and white in color. This
breed is gaining in popularity among the practical poultrymen.

Ilamburgs. There are several varieties of this breed. The Black is the most
popular. They are inclined to lay an undersized eg?. We have found the Blacks
to be good layers, and to lay a fair-sized egg. They lia\e rose combs and neat
and active in appearance.

SELECTION AND BREEDING.

The object in selecting and breeding is to produce a uniform flock as to the
characters desired, or in other words to reduce the percentage of undesirables to
the minimum. There may be a vast difference in the objects of the breeders.

One may wish a flock uniform as to shape and color ; another may want birds that
are producers of a large number of eggs : while with others the object may be meat
production, or a breeder may desire all the above characters and many more. The
more characters desired the slower, ordinarily, will be the progress.

The average farmer, or what is termed utility poultryman, measures a bird

kjf its economical production of eggs and meat.

No matter what the object in view the one essential to all birds is that they
have an abundance of con,.::tutionaI vigor. WTiat is meant by "vigor" is the
ability to resist disease or to remain at all times physically fit. Vigor in poultry
is as essential as the mainspring is to the clock. Birds low in vigor are nearly
always disappointing in making profits or preventing serious loss.
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The selection of birds depends unon one's ability to judge the performance
possibilities of the specimen. There are certain outward characters that are usuallj

associated with good specimens, but these charai ters as seen are not always positive.

There remains but one way to know the true value of the specimen as a breeder,

and this is the progeny test. Some of the l-c.-t appearing sj)eciniens are very dis-

appointing as measured by performance and also by the progeny produced. It is,

therefore, evident that where one wishes to make sure and certain progress one

must keep accurate records as to parents, age, growth, eggs produced, size and
color of eggs, whether the eggs hatch well or poorly, etc. It is equally cv,dent

that only a limited numl)er of persons are sr situated as to l)e able to do this, and
therefore the larger numlnr must bo guideu by observation.

Our experience has been that most people are fair judges of vigor. They like

the male that is active, proud, with a sprightly appearance; one that will take

his own part, also crows ratlier loudly and frequently. Sucii birds usually show

considerable red color in the side of the shanks, have a bright eye. rather short,

n«ll-curved beaks, and the legs are well set under them. Birds with long, narrow

heads, and long necks and legs, are frequently, if not always, low in vigor. Usuallj

the eye is somewhat dull and the shanks show but little or no red color. The
points are not infallible, but are the best guidance we can offer at present.

Great interest is being taken in egg production, and many people wish to

buy males who will produce high-laying pullets or wish to breed the same. Ability

along this line is not so easily measured. It is generally true that good layers

mature early or commenc; laying when from one hundred and fifty to two hun-

dred days of age, and as the laying progresses, specimens that have yellow pigment

in the shanks gradually lose this color, also that the yellow pigment in white

ear-lobed females decreases very much during heavy laying, and furthermore, the

pin bones widen and are frequent.y rather thin and pliable. Again, good laying

hens in the late summer and fall wear their old feathers. Yellow-legged breeds

are almost white in color of egs, while the hens with new feathers and spick and

span appearaucf tre the poor producers. These points are of material assistance

in telling which h^ns have been the good layers. Wh( le one desires to breed from

:!ns that have ]^n the best layers in the flock, and cannot or has not used trap

nests, the healthy, robust females that are late to moult and who have lost the color

from the shanljg have been nearly always good layers.

How to select pullets that will I ' ^h layers is a much more difficult problem,

and to date we bftve found no reliab' .thod. It is true that by March, or breed-

ing time, many of the best layers show the same characters as mentioned for hens,

and frequently the best layers begin laying rather early in life, but not always.

Where one is breeding to maintain or increase the number of eggs produced

great care should be taken not to breed from hens laying very small eggs or birds

whose eggs hatch poorly. Pullets that begin laying early oi those who mature

the earliest in the flock appear to have a tendency to lay rather small eggs. This

is not always th* case, but it is freque enough to put one on guard for size of

eggs. Again, i( one does not get a reasonable hatch, say fifty per cent, or better

of the fertile egg( incubated, the males from such hen saould be used with extreme

caution; furthermore, there is a vast difference in the living power and growth

from the individuals in a mating.

Poultry h4; shown steady improvement for a number of years in nearly all

characters, with exceptic- -if the hatching power of the eggs and living power of

chicks. Our artificial conditio ""s and selections appear to have Ven not very success-
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ful uIdmit tlii'M' lints. jios>ilily owiiij,' to the f;ut tliat :'election.s aiiiii; j^iuIi line'

entail coii.«i(lcriiMe lalwr ami usually i>ro not given geriou* thought. The lojs ol

eggs' and chick- in the endeavor to renew the flock are very serious item*.

It lias been stated that tiie male lias much more to do with the ci':,' i>|(m!uc

tion of the daughter than has the fenuile. Our breeding experiments indicate ;!ia

this is probably true. It would appear that certain hi^li-laying hens, when matii

with a good male, can transmit tiie higii-laving character »•) tlieir ?nn-. but witi

their daugiiters they ha\e but little influence. It would, therefore, iprar evid.n

that file proiileni in breeding high-laving pullets is to test the nial-'s ability ii

regard to this eharacter, and to mate with him high-laying hen» so a- to senin

good cockerels for future breeding. Xo doubt many good birds ,ire bred by clinnce

on the other band it wuuld seetn that if the males are to he depended upon veiy care

ful records must be kept. We have been working upon such problems for a numlie

of years; first, witli llic object ol delcnniuing whclhcr Ihe male was inor.' im

portant than the lien; and furtlici. to supply breeders with a limited number o

mall s of known parentage. .Vccording to theory of inherited egg production tlien

are nine classes of males. In order to locate these males at all accurately om

must be careful as to the season of hatching, metlioils of rearing, feeding, housing

etc., or in other words tlie conditions for egg production must be as near idi'a

as is within one's knowledge. Without these tiie results may be unsatisfactory

Careful breeding, where accurate records are kept, is difTicult for many, hence tli^

amount of time and money we have spent in testing and recording males anc

females. Progress is somewhat slow, owing to the fact that one has to learn b;

bard experience the best methods of attack and recording.

To illustrate the variation in males, below are given the egg production record

of the daughters of four males, eacli representing a different class.

Our experience has been that males of the first class presented are very rare

and llu! second class (while more common) are not numerous. The third clas- o

males presented we have found to be numerous among tlie sons of good lay in

hens. As regards the fourth class of males, we have not tested many, but u uall

breed one each season to maintain a limited nunuer of rather poor laying lieu:

Such hens are of use to test maU-s of the three other classes nientio d.

Male "A"' was bred to twelve females, who produced sixteen daughters, fourtce;

of which liid thirty-five or more eggs each from November 1st to March 1st, o

during the winter period. The two remaining daughters were late hatclied, an

produced during the winter respectively twenty-two and twenty-eight eggs, and t

October 1st of the same year one hundred and sixty and one hundred and fortv

five e<^^s. The sLxteen daughters produced in the year two thousand nine Inindre

and sixty eggs, or one hundred and eighty-five e^Tgs each. Our figures would ind

cate that a healthy hen laying less than one ^- red and fifty eggs in twelve coi

secutive months is to be looked upon as .i poor layer. This male should have a

dau'diters laying over one hundred and fifty cgg^, but late June hatched birds ai

uncertain in performance.

This is a very unusual male for breeding high layers. He was not a vei

good breeder as to numbers produced or hatching power of the eggs, and was. then

fore, bred with caution.

!^Iale "B" was bred to nine females and produced twenty-nine daughter

twenty-one of which laid over thirty-five eggs during the winter months. T\

eight remaining pullets produced from two to twenty-three eggs each during tl

same period. The twenty-one pullets produced an average of one liundred .in
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one htiiiUri'il and twfiitv-thrte ai iii'-l ilf c^';

• ' liiilit ri'iiiaiiiiii;^' imlU'ts averagec(

Bred to MALE "B:

C54— produced 4 daughters—3 were high winter layers and 1 low.
Cl<x>— produced !> daiighters- 3 were hiph winter laytTg and 2 low.
C36—produced 5 da'iKhters— 3 wrre lilph winter layers and :; low.
('2!» produced 3 daughters 2 were hl«h winter hiy»rs and 1 low.

r.280— produced 1 daughter -—which was a hluli layer.
C137—produced 2 daughters- -both hi 'i layerst.

B4—producrd 2 daughters—Jwth hi^li layers.
(".")()— produced 3 daughters— 2 were high winter layers and 1 low.
C320— produced 4 daughters—3 were high winter lavers and 1 low.

29 daughters—21 were high winter lajers and 8 low.

Thi."! male was also a good lirecdor of .strong cliicks.

Male " (' " wa? bn<l to olcviii fetiialos and produced twenty-eiirlit daughters,

twenty-one of which produced thirty-five or muv .'g-; eadi during the winter
period. The remaining seven pullets prodnood Ironi .-^evcn fo twenty-seven egg3

during the winter period. The twciity-ono I'ullets tliat pirfi)rnied well duriii:*

the winter averaged one hundred and eiglity oL'g' for the year, and the seven

inferior laying pullets iliirintr t!ic win!' : 'vcraL'ed mie Imiidied and thirty-seven and
one-hair eggs fur tiie year.

Bred to MALE 'T."

('42—produced 2 daughters— all were hijih winter layers.

C176—produced 1 daughter ^which was a low winter layer.
C19—produced 2 daughters— all were high layers.

C90—produced 1 daughter —which was a high layer.

C726—produced 3 daughters—all were high layers.

C174—produced 6 daughters— three high layers and three low.
C19.'>—produced 4 daughters— all high layers.
C12.'i—produced 1 daughter - which was a high layer.

v";67—produced 4 daughters—two were high layers and two low.

C1378—produced 3 daughters—all high layers.

CI 352—produced 1 daughter — which was a low layer.

28 daughters.

This male, when mated to r-ertaiii In V lasers.

The hens

-. iM'oiluird fifty y.'T cent,

while to other hens ho ]irodiued all high layers, note CITt and '' liT.

with hut one dauijhter are not of much value in rating a nu. :.

This male was a good UrecdtT of strong chi',

Male " D."' Thi.s male was bred to seven ! "- \vIio.=e nr.e-tors were poor

laj-ers and the hen.« mated to him were of >iiiiil,ir breeding.

From this mating fifteen daughters were jirodneed. which wore handled in

the same manner, some in the same pens, as the daughters from tlio other males.

None of the daughters laid over fifteen eggs in the winter period; seven laid

no eggs during the winter period. Tiie best ptdlet in twelve consecutive months

produced one hundred and seventeen eggs, and the average production of the

daughters was seventy-=ix and one-half c^^f each.

This male was not bred to high-producing hens, but some of his ancestor*

were, and the results were hens under the one hundred and fifty egg marie. One
of the poorest of these hens was bred in 191G to a good male, perhaps equal, if not

better, than "A," and the five daughters from this mating to late, December 15thr

have each laid over thirty-five eggs.

Among the high winter e^g producing hens there appears to be two well-

defined classes as breeders. The variations among the offsprin? cannot be noted
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from a male such as "A," but may easily be seen in males " B " and " C." That
is, some hens mated to males such as " B " or " C " will produce all good laying

daughters when mated to other equally as good laying hens produce a percentage

of culls. The cockerels from the hen producing all high layers are the better ones
to use as 'breeders, provided they are strong and vigorous.

Any chicken hatched out of season or that has been stunted in growth, or was
sick, poorly housed, or badly fed, etc., cannot be expected to perform normal.

Early attention was drawn to the importance of using as breeders the offspring

from hens whose eggs hatched well and whose chickens also lived. It is generally
well known that range, feeding, housing, etc., have much to do with the living

power of the chicks, and also the hatching power of the eggs, but there yet remains
the fact that there is a vast difference in individuals under the same conditions.

Below is given the hatching and mortality record of three females, half sisters, and
who have had identical treatment so far as it is humanly possible to do, and who
were in the same breeding pen and mated to the same male:

Engs Set Infertile Dead Germs Ettgs Hatched
Mortality

Among Chicks

No. E63 36 3 14 19 . 1

No. E50 26 3 17 6 5

No. E95 46 6 6 84 3

These hens have produced over two hundred eggs each in their pullet year,

yet one can see at a glance that one is a much more valuable breeder than the others.

It is particularly desirable that close attention be paid to these points. The
renewal of the flock is at times expensive, and the writers are of the opinion it

would be better to go a little slower on increased egg production and try and im-

prove the hatching and living power.

From the foregoing, it will be seen that the breeder's problem is to select

birds as breeders that perform well as to egg production, liatehing power of eggs

and living power of chicks; those that are strong and vigorous and have well-

muscled breast. Pay some attention at least to meat qualities. The appearance

of the dressed carcass is helped by feeding, but there is much in breeding.

No matter how rigid the selection of breeders there will be more or less undesir-

able offspring. There are many things in the bird not visible that came from
generations back, that, try as we may, some of thess will be seen in the offspring.

The longer and more rigid the selection the less will likely be tiie number.

, .
Cross Bheedino.

Our experience would be that it is seldom advisable to cross breed. There
are instances when it may be advisable, but they are rare. If you should breed,

do not breed the cross-bred males. For example of what is likely to happen, below
is given a few of the many types, colors, etc., that came from a cross of Barred
Rocks and Black Hamburgs, and then the cross-bred cockerels mated to the cross-

bred pullets. The first cross produced a rather pretty flock of nice uniform
chickens with rose combs and barred-colored plumage, but the succeeding genera-

tions were a great wriety of shape, color, size and vigor. Breed, at least, a pure-

bred male each year. Breeding cross-bred males is dangerous.



Fig. 1.—One of the many types
found, the result of a mating of
cross-bred fowls.

Pig. 2.—Another type, the result of
the breeding of cross-bred fowls.

Fig. 3.—Another type, the result of
breeding urutiH-breds together.

Fig. 4.—Usually when cross-breds
are bred together aiiout 25 per
cent, of the offspring Is very poor,
or like this one.
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EGG PRODUCTION.

It is generally considered among poultrymen that the production of eggs is

the most profitable branch of the business. It must also be conceded that for most
people a crop of chickens must be reared annually, and the surplus males and old
hens sold, at a profit if possible.

Many people appear to believe that the secret of getting eggs, particularly
in winter, is in the feeds given and the method of feeding; others believe the whole
problem is in the breed or strain, while others think the housing is the problem to
solve. All these are important, but the main reason for poor results, in the opinion
of the writers, is a lack of carviful work, months before the eggs are wanted. While
you are collecting the high-priced winter eggs, one should be making careful plans
to secure the crop of pullets for next season.

The factors are feeding, housing, age of stock, strain, possibly breed, the
attendant, cleanliness and the weather. All of these may be more or less con-
trolled, with the exception of the weather, and it is perhaps the least important
factor.

Some troubles are overcrowding in houses, the stock of mixed ages, that is

there are two-year-olds and upwards, yearlings, early pullets and late pullets, also
surplus cockerels, and many times dirty, moist houses, wet or dirty litter, etc.

Where eggs in winter are wanted, the early hatched pullet is, without doubt,
the one to depend upon. Yearling hens and those older are very rarely good pro-
ducers during November and December. They are uncertain, even in January
and February, and really do not begin to lay well until March. Where the egg
production falls below fifteen per cent, during the winter months, one is not mak-
ing much profit. The age at which most pullets begin laying is from six to seven
months, some lay at four and one-half to five months, and others not until eight
or nine months of age. This means that if a fifty per cent, egg yield is wanted in
November the pullets should be hatched during March or April; May hatched
pullets will lay a little 'but, as a rule, not forty or more per cent, daily.

The attendant has responsibilities. There should not be any neglect on his
or her part; careful, constant work and a kten interest in the welfare of the birds.
Be regular, and do not neglect the work. A bird that has stopped laying is very
hard to start. As they mature, they commence laying; it is the attendant's work
to keep them going.

In other portions of the bulletin are discussed housing, feeding, disease, and
so forth.

To sum up, in general, the requirements for high egg production are clean,
dry, comfortable houses, that are free from direct draughts over the birds, and that
are well lighted; the feeding consists of a variety of grains, green food, animal
food, grit and shell, which is clean, sweet and wholesome, and is given to the birds
regularly and in such quantities that they have all they want to eat before going
to roost at night; that the supply of drinking material is clean and abuiidant";
that the attendant is regular in his or her work and is interested in the same ; that
the birds are bred from good laying ancestors, and that they are hatched and
reared well, and are free from disease.

The question of the cost of feeding a hen and tlie number of eggs that she
must pr iuce in order to pay her way are interesting. We have collected data
on this question for a number of years, and in general it would indicate that one
hundred eggs will pay for the food consumed at market price, allowing thirty cents
for labor and ten cents to cover the deaths in the flock. These figures varv n little

'mk
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from year to year according to the market prices of feeds and eggs. Siiould the

death rate be higher than ten or twelve per cent., ten cents would not be sufficient

to cover the loss.

The amount of food consumed varies with breeds, and also is in sympathy
with the number of eggs produced. Our figures sliow that tlie general purpose

breeds, such as Plymouth Rocks, Rhode Island Reds, and Wyandottes, consume
from eighty to ninety pounds of grain annually, averaging nearly seven pounds
of grain each month. Breeds such as Leghorns or Anconas eat from sixteen to

twenty per cent, less, or in other words large birds eat more than small ones, and
also birds eat most when laying heavily. The amount of food re(iuired cannot

be stated in ounces for each day, as birds' appetites vary, similar to human beings

;

but they should always have sufficient food. The writers are of the opinion that

there are more hens too lean to lay than there are too fat. Most very fat hens are

poor layers, and are better put on the market rather than fed sparingly to try ana
condition for laying.

Collective Results fob 138 Pullets from October 1st, 1909, to September Ist, 1910.

Males Females Breed
Eggs
Laid

Cost ^S'^'' «™T ^^'- »•'"{

ner Bird
•^<"'-"™*'' consumed

2
2
2
2
2

23
23
23
23
23
23

R.I. Reds
B. Rocks
R.I. Reds
B. Rocks
B. Rocks (weak)

3,318
3,341
2,599
3,654
2,182
2,742

$29 06
27 90
25 81

28 44
25 18
29 62

144.2
145.2
113
158.8
94.8
119.2

1,662
1,585
1.451
1,626
1,374
1,655

2,070
2.070
2,027
2,027
2,289

2 B. Rocks (strong) 2,401

12 138 17,836 $166 01 9,353 12,884

Average cost per dozen eggs for eleven months 11.16c,

Average cost of feeding each bird per month for eleven months lO.OGc.

Average number of eggs per bird for eleven months 129.2.

Average amount of food consumed per bird (malss included) in eleven

months: Grain, 62.35 lbs. or 5.66 lbs. per month; milk, 85.89 lbs. or 7.8 lbs. per

month.

Collective Results for 341 Hexs axd Pullets from October 1st, 1910, to September 1st,

1911.

iMales Females

2 55
4 92
5 60
6 111
2 23

Breed
Eggs
Laid

Cost
Average Lbs. Grain Lbs. Milk
Eggs consumed consumed

per Bird

55 B. RockHens 5,961 $ 74 92 108.3
B. Rock Pullets 11 ,928 124 02

j

129.6
B. Orpington Pullets 6,401 81 26 106.6
Wkite Leghorn Pullets.... 13,504 118 49 121.6
Black Minorca Hens and i

Pullets 1,726 32 34! 75.0

4.357
7,042
4.805
6.739

1,874

4,787
9,195
4,597
8,704

2,118

19 341 39,520 $431 03 24,817 29,401

Average cost per dozen eggs for eleven months 13.08c.

Average cost of feeding each bird per month for eleven months lO.SRc.

Average number of eggs per bird for eleven months 115.8.

.< i
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Average amount of food consumed per bird (males included) in eleven

months: Grain, 68.9 lbs. or 6.2 lbs. per month; milk, 81.6 lbs. or 7.4 lbs. per

month.

Collective Results fob 266 Pullets from November 1st, 1912, to Octobeb 1st, 1913

Males Females Breed ^88^ Cost "^eI^s^*
'^''*- ^"'*''' '^''S ^^'ll^

Laid ^"'"' „„. Q- , consumed consumed
per ijiru

14

105
20
19
22
100

266

B. Rock Pullets 13.750 $134 54 130.9
W. Wyandotte Fullets ... . 2,247 2799 112.3
R. I. Red Pullets 2,352 27 26 123.7
B. Orpington PulleU 2,335 3170 106.1
W. Leghorn Pullets 13,306 107 01 133.0

7,860,
1,670
1,618
1,819
6,340

8.323
1,472
1,499
2,214
5.935

33,990 $328 50 19.307 19,463

Average cost per dozen eggs for eleven months 11.5c.

Average cost of feeding each bird per month for eleven months 10.6c.

Average number of eggs per bird for eleven months 127.7.

Average amount of food consumed per bird (males included) in eleven months:
Grain, 68.9 lbs. or 6.2 lbs. per month; milk, 69.5 lbs. or 6.3 lbs. per month.

The following are the ferages for the three years:

Average cost per dozen eggs for eleven months 12.1c.

Average cost of feeding each bird per month (males included) eleven months
10.6c.

Average number of eggs per bird for eleven months 122.6.

Average amount of food consumed per bird (males included) eleven months:
Grain, 67.6 lbs. or 6.1 lbs. per month ; milk, 78.1 lbs. or 7.1 lbs. per month.

Below is given figures as to amounts and kinds of feed consumed by various

flocks during the seasons of 191o-16:

BARRED ROCK PULLETS

No. of

Birds;
Grain consumed per bird

vn.^.* Wheat Crushed ' n~,«^«** and Corn Oats I

^'^^ Bone
Meal

Milk Grit & Eggs
Shell Laid

May hatched 100

April ' 160

March " 160

30.15
\

10.38
I

30.88 i 18.10

32.15
I

20.9

40.66

21.02 I 2.19
I

24.78 I 2.9

65.08 1.89 130.5

1.03 98.09 3.09 152.1

1.2 98.29 3.54 165.

Average

.

31.06 16.4fi 28.82 1.696 87.153 2.84 149.2

A study of profitable egg production is interesting, and below is given the

average whc'esale selling price of good eggs in Toronto, less two cents per dozen,

which is deducted to cover carrying charges, breakages, etc. In figuring the value
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of eggs produced from pullets we deduct five cents per dozen for eggs produced

during September and October, owing to the pullets' eggs at this season being

small; in other words, we try to give the buyer one and one-half pounds of eggs

for the market price of one dozen eggs.

September, 1915 25 cents April, 1916 20.5 cents
October, 1915 32
November, 1915 43
December, 1915 50
January, 1916 36
February, 1916 25
March, 1916 23

May, 1916 22.75
June, 1916 2«.5

July. 1916 27
August, 1916 28.75

September, 1916 33.5

October, 1916 38

A glance will show that the value of eggs produced will depend much upon

the months in which they were laid. This naturally leads to a study of the num-
ber of eggs laid by various pens. We do not purpose to answer all questions, but

we re presenting the percentage egg yields by months of Barred Rock pullets

hatched in March, April and May; also White Leghorn pullets' egg yields by

months hatched in March and April. These figures should not be interpreted a?

possibilities of the two breeds, as the strain or selection work might show as great

a difference between strains of the same breed. This much, however, appears

}-early as a breed character—tiiat Leghorns lay better in the warm weather, and

are much more inclined to decrease rapidly in zero weather. " Why ?" is another

question. The size of the bird may be a consideration, and the writers would

suggest to Leghorn breeders a trial on limited jiumber of birds increasing the

weight from one-half pouml to one pound heavier than that given in the standard.

The March-hatched birds in both varieties were put into laying quarters on

September 1st, or at an age between five and six months; the April pullets were

put into the laying pens on October 1st and the May pullets on November 1st. The

breeding was very much the sa'ne, so that variations due to individuals' sires and

dams, while not entirely eliminated, could not be considered very seriously.

Individual matings show that with us May pullets are slower to mature than

March or April hatched pullets. No doubt when small flocks receive special care

and attention a much better showing would be made by May-hatched chickens.

In round numbers we rear one thousand birds in each month, using three separate

fields, hence the late birds are not injured by mixing with the earlier ones.

The Barred Rock chart means that the March-hatched pullets produced in

twelve consecutive months four dollars' worth of eggs, the April-hatched pullets

three dollars and sixty-three cents' worth of eggs, and the May-hatched pullets

two dollars and ninety-one cents' worth of eggs.

The Leghorn chart means that the March pullets produced three dollars and

twenty cents' nor h in eggs, and the April pullets three dollars and six cents in

eggs. The total eggs laid by both Leghorn groups is practically the same; the

difference in value is due to the season the eggs were laid and the wholesale price

of eggs.

These figures are given in the hope that they may suggest, particularly to the

specialized poultryman, the necessity of carefully recording his daily, weekly, or

monthly records of producing costs and profits. The keeping of poultry as a

specialized business means if success is to be obtained a daily or at least weekly

record of the loss and profit statement. Success or failurs depends much upon

these accounts. Yearly statements usually show losses, leaks, etc., too late.

m
1
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MEAT PRODUCTION.

Most poultry in the end finds its way to market. When one considers that
every other chicken reared is a cockerel, and that at least ninety per cent, of these
are sold as market poultry, the importance of this branch of the business requires
attention.

There can be no doubt that the selling of thin or unfinished chickens is a
national waste

; and, moreover, when one considers that our large packing houses
find it profitable to fatten these thin chickens, there is left no reason why the pro-
ducer should not do so. The packer buys the feed from the dealer, pavs rent for
the biilding, which is frequently located in the city, where rent is high, employs
some high-priced labor, and adds to these the overhead expenses; there is but one
conclusion, and this is that money is not lost in finishing and fattening chickens.

Feed does much, but the breeding does more. The appearance of the breast
or the development of the breast muscles depends more on breeding than on feed-
ing. Hence select sires with long, wer.-muscled keels or breast bones; not too deep.
This is easily done if you will take a few birds and handle them alive, and decide
which ones are the best for killing, then dress them, and you will soon be able to
select live hirds with a considerable degree of accuracy.

A plump, well-muscled chicken always dres-ses to good appearance. Bare-
breasted, crooked-keeled, and thin-legged chickens, no matter how fat, are hard
to sell as compared to the well-muscled birds. Every time one breeds an inferior
bird just so sure are you that you may expect a percentage of the offspring to be
undesirable.

There are so many male birds from which to make a selection that one is

surprised to find many bare-hreasted males in use.

We cannot urge too strongly the use of pure-bred, strong, vigorous males with
good breast de. -lopment. Even with Leghorns, when the cockerels can only be
sold at profit as broilers, the above is in a degree as true as with the larger breeds.

In these days of a shortage of meat the world over, one cannot pass by the
question of meat production in poultry.

Figs. Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 are photos of hens that laid two hundred eggs or better
in their pullet year: and Figs. Nos. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 sons of such hens.

There will be noticed a great diiference in shape or type, also that many of
them stand somewhat upright and carry rather high tails. ' Scarcely any of them
are what would be called symmetrical.

We have found them to be well muscled on the breast, economical feeders, and
hardy. The value of the bird for food is measured by the amount and position of
the flesh, not by the arrangement of the feathers and the general outline of the
bird. To judge their value one must get below the feathers.

COXSTEUCTION OP POULTRY HOUSES.

The poultry house or pen is essentially an important factor in determining
success or failure in the poultry business. Type of house is not so important, as
we find poultry thriving and yielding good returns from houses which are distinctly
different in type. It is, therefore, very difficult to lay clown any hard and fast
rules relative to type. The tendency at the present time is towards cheaper house?,
with better ventilation. The hot-house style of housing poultry during the winter
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Fig. 7.—A 200 egg hen. Fig. 8.—A 200 egg hen.
Note the difference In type between

7, 8, 9, 10 and IV
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Fig. 9.—A 200 egg hen. Fig. 10.—A 200 egg hen.
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ng. 11.—A 200 egg hen. Fig. 12.—A son of a 200 egg hen.
Note the difference in type of 12,

13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.

Fig. 13.—A son of a 200 egg hen.
Note the high tail nad upright car-

riage of the IxKly.

Fig. 14.—A SOD I,' ' 200 egg hen.
Note the low ca ; of the tall.
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Fig. 15.—A son of a 200 egg hen.
Note tlie reiT br cUt eyes and high

carriage of tail; also flat breast.

Wltbal this bird war extra well
fleshed.

Fig. 16.—A son of a 200 egg hen.
One of the very nervous tyiws.

Fig. 17.—A son of a 200 egg hen.
A slo'K developing bird, but very

full in the breast.

Fig. 18.—A son of a 200 egg hen.
One of the real good ones as a com-

bination of meat and eggs. Note
the length and width of body and
the good vigor.
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has not been satisfactory, many houses )eing damp and the air in them anything
bat freth and agreeable. Disease has been quite common, and results in many
cases have been disappointing.

Every poultry house shcild be well ventilated. It should be dry and free from
draughts. The sun's rays are very beneficial to fowls, especially during the winter

months, hence the house should be well lighted; at least one-third of the south or

west side should be of glass or otherwise opened to the sun. It is preferable to have

it face the south or south-east. It is best to have the house located in a sheltered

;

!
V

Fig. 19.—Backyard poultry houae, suitable for city, town, or village.

situation when possible, as fowls do not like strong winds. As dryness in and about

the house is very essent il to success, it is advisable to select a location that is natur-

ally well drained.

BlI.J. OF Matebiai..

20 pieces 2 In. x 4 In. x iJ ft. rough hemlock—studs, rafters, girts.

4 pieces 2 In. x 4 In. x 10 ft. rough hemlock—plates and sUls.

4 pieces 2 In. x 4 in. x 16 ft. rough hemlock—collar ties.

180 feet 1 . 1. roueb hemlock—roof boards and strip on collar ties.
1 1-3 sq. shingles or prepared ifjoflng.

230 feet face measure % matched sheeting for outside walls, pine.
27 feet % in. matched flooring, 8 ft. or 16 ft lengths, pine; drop board.
3 pieces, % in. x 6 in. x 1? ft. pine, dressed two sides, cornice.

100 feet run % x 2% pine, dressed two sides, casings, etc.

60 feet % in. hemlock, sheeting for inside; for north end.
2 pieces, 2 in. x 3 in. x 10 ft. pine, roosts.

1 sash, 2 ft. 11 in. x 3 ft. 6 in. x 1% in.—9 lots 10 in. x 12 in.

2 sash, 2 ft. X 2 ft. x 1% in.—4 lots 10 in. x 10 in.

Cost of lumber without floor, 528.00.

Bill of Material for Wood Floor.

80 feet face 1 in. matched flooring, pine.

6 pieces. 2 in. x 4 in. x 8 ft. hemlock joist.

2 places, 4 in. x 4 in. x 12 ft. runners.

Cost—$5.00.

Cost of cement floor and foundation, $15.00.
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College Poulthy Houses.

For a number of years we have been trying various stylf? of houses. The
first houses constructed were well built, tight and warm. They were fitted with

stores or hot-water pipes, so that the fowls could be kept at a comfortable tem-
perature. This plan was not satisfactory, mainly fc the reason that it was diffi-

cult to keep the fowls in good health, and furthermore, the eggs were low in hatch-

ing power. The cost of heating was also considerable ; in fact, the entire equip-

ment was too expensive to be successful ps a business.

It was noticed yearly that the surplus -took held in the cheap houses was much
healthier than those fowls kept in warm houses. During the past eight years we
have been trying to evolve a house that could *>e cheaply constructed, that would
keep the fowls in good health, and at the same ime get a fair egg yield from the

fowls so housed.

Several years ago, four houses, representing different styles of popular poultry

houses, were constructed. These houses were stocked with birds representing, as

nearly as possible, the same strains of the breed. The breeds used were White

No. 4. No. 3. No. 2. No. 1.

Wyandottes and Buff Orpingtons, the one a rose-combed breed, the oth*"- a single-

combed breed.

The houses are of equal size as regards floor space. Each house is 24 feet

long and 12 feet wide. The house is divided by a wire and board partition, making

two pens, each 12 feet square. The pens will accommodate from 20 to 25 birds

each, or about 5C to the house. Fig. 20 shows fairly well the appearance as regards

windows, etc., of the house. The roosting quarters of each ^ouse are very similar

in construction. A dropping-board is used, which is constructed of matched dressed

lumber. The board is placed at the back of the building, and is about three feet

above the floor level. The droppiiig-board is three feet wide. The roosts are

made of dressed 3x3 scantling, and are placed six inciies above the dropping-

board.

House No. 1 is made of matched boards, whicli are dressed on one side. The

front and ends of the house are sinj:le-ply. Tha back is sheeted on the inside, build-

ing paper being xised under the boards so as to make the wall tight or free from

draughts. The windows in the house slide back and forth, so that the ventilation

can be adjusted to the weather conditions.

Trap-nests are used in all the houses, and are placed at the ends of roosts in

section marked " Cock Pen. Fig. 21." Tn tliis way the entire floor space of the pen

is left for the birds as a scratching pen.

i
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Kiji. 22.—Cross section of House No. 2, showing tlie curtains in position

for the day, etc.

Fig. 23.—Cross section of House No. 4.

1^
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The second house is what is known as the " Maine State " house. This house
is practically open to the weather on the front or south side. There are canvas
curtains, which can be dropped as a protection against wind and snow on stormy
days. On other days these canvas curtains are to be rolled up, and the fowls
allowed to exercise in the fresh air. The ends of the house are single-ply matched
lumber; the back wall of the house is matched lumber lined with paper, and is

sheeted again on the inside. This is done in order to make a warm roosting coop.
The third house is ^'i'* warmest house of the four, and is built of matched

lumber and lined with pc,ir. There is a dead-air space between the inside and
outside walls. The building is made as tight as possible, the windows, doors, etc.,

all being made to fit tightly.

Many houses built on this plan are moist inside. To do away with the moisture
we have a straw loft. The straw is placed on boards, which are from four to six

inches apart. These boards are placed on a level with the roof or ceiling. The
straw absorbs the moisture and keeps the house dry.

The fourth house is one of the extremely airy ones, being made of boards that
are dressed on one side and the cracks battened; about half of the front is open
to the weather, but may be closed on stormy days hy large doors. There is not any
special protection for the rnost, the chickens roostini: in this house in exactly the
same temperature as they worked in during the day. This house, needless to men-
tion, is much cheaper than the other styles.

The following record shows in a concise form the difference in the percentage
of egg production in favor of the cold or fresh air house during the five years
for the months of December, January, February and March ; the first year being
December, 1904-05, 76 per cent.; 1906, 8 per cent.; 1907, 11.8 per cent.;'l908, 15.6

per cent.; 1909, 12.4 per cent.

The house with the cloth front and the one with the movable windows compare
favorably with the cold house. There is prohably not enough difference in the
actual egg production to warrant a statement that either of these houses is very
much inferior to the cold house. They are about three degrees warmer than the
coldest house and about fifteen degrees colder than the warm house.

These figures must not be taken to mean that hens will lay better in a cold
house than in a warm one, but that fresh air is essential to health, and health is

a factor in egg production. When one tries to retain the animal heat of the body
to maintain the heat of the house, one necessarily allows but little air circulation,

hence the air becomes foul or stagnant, which is not healthful.

The above results indicate that the free admission of fresh air is a very essential

factor in house construction.

House No. 3 in Fig. 20, whic^ jjave the poorest results for each of the five

consecutive ivinters, was operated quite successfully the sixth and seventh winters
by introducing more fresh air, that is to say one-half of the windows were removed
until about December 1st. nnd when these were put in, the openings (about one
foot square), where the fowls go out into the yard at the north side, were left

entirely open. These, except during mild days, appear to supply sufficient air to

keep the birds doing nicely. This statement is made as a means of helping any
person who may have a similar house, and who wished to continue using the same.

Our experience is that all four houses, while fairly satisfactory, especially

Xo. 4. are not all tliat mny he desired, for the reason that thov m-ist bo adjusted
according to weather conditions—that is to say, on bright, sunshiny days, the doors,

movable windows, or cloth screens should be opened for nearly all the day; or,

again, for but nn hour, depending upon the sunshine and temperature.
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The slope or shanty roofs on houses Xos. 1 and 2 Iiave not been as satisfactory

as the pitched roofs on houses Nos. 3 and 4. Tlic roofs on the latter houses are

more durable and the houses themselves much cooler in summer, and furthermore,

the straw lofts in these houses are very efTettual in preventing dampness in the

houses; no frost collects upon the walls or ceilings.

We have tried several houses with curtain fronts, and we are pleased to say

they work fairly well when used in a house as in Fig. 'ii, wliich is practically the

same style of house as No. 4 in Fig. 20, but these require adjusting according to

the weather, and if they are not kept brushed, the dust and dirt will gatlicr to .-uch

an extent as to prevent free ventilation, so tliat tiipy will not ventilate vi i-y well.

Our experience has been that such cloth screens should be of the cheapc-t cotton;

heavy cotton or duck scarcely ventilates at all. There is yet anotiier objection to

these cloth screens, in that the hens, especially the lighter breeds, become notionate

about trying to lay or roost upon the screens.

To the person who is breeding the tender varieties, or tliose with large combs,

some means must be taken to keep them fairly warm, or their combs will become

Fig. 27 —Open front poultry houi-r

badly frosted. The females of sucli breeds as Lenfhorns or Minorcas will stand a

temperature considerably below zero witliout frosting their combs.

The question naturally arises—can a house be constructed which is nearly

self-operating, that will keep tlie birds in health, and at the same time ensure a

fair egg yield ?

Our experience has been that the fowls thrive best in low-down liouses especially

during the winter. We have four houses with the fronts entirely renv^ved. except

a two-foot wire netting, which keeps the fowls in. and the sparrows, etc., out. Those

houses, for this climate, must be low down. . specially in front, to keep out the snow
and a portion of the wind. It is the writers' opinion that Figs. 2<)-27 will meet

tlie needs of tlie average farmer, where he wishes to keep from seventy-five to one

hundred hens. The h' "} looks too cold, !)ut the !)irds do well. They possibly

could be made to la: eggs during the months of .January and Fel)riiary witli

cotton screens prope j.isiod to nice ' >> weather conditions: but few farmers

1
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would be there at the exact time to do the adjusting, hence we use it entirely

opon.

The large window in the west, essential for light, should be hinged at the top

so that it may be opened during the summer mont'.is, otherwise the house will

become too warm in summer.

Bill of Material for 20 x 20 House.

6 pieces 2 In. x 4 In. x 14 ft. hemlock sills; if set on post use 4 In. x 4 in.

12 pieces 2 in. x 4 in. x 14 ft. for studding, girts, plates, etc.

24 pieces 2 in. x 6 in. x 12 ft. for rafters and ridge tree.

600 feet of matched hemlock for roof and drop board.

5 square roofing.

250 feet 1 ft. x 10 in., dressed one side, for boarding ends and back.

7 pieces 1 in. x 4 in. x 14 ft., pine, dressed one side, cornice.

8 pieces 1 in. x 8 in. x 14 ft., pine, dressed one side, cornice.

25 lbs. nails—5 lbs. 4 in. nails; 3 lbs. 2 in. nails.

It will be noticed that no dropping-boards are used in this building. During

the winter the manure freezes almost as soon as it is made, hence no odor or bad

results, and if cleaned, wiy every two months, it will answer very well. We would

rather have this condition than dropping-boards covered one foot deep with manure,

as w? frequently see them.

A number of houses of this style are in operation in various parts of the

province, and they are giving fair results. In some of the colder sections, such

as in the district north of Barrie, the house appears to be too open for severe winter

weather. In such cases we would suggest using movable cotton screens on two
sections of the front. The illustration shows three sections, one of which should

always be open. During the winter months the centre .screen may be closed nearly

all the time and the end .'- een moved to either side, depending on the direction

from which the wind is blowing. We have seen similar houses, two-thirds of the

front of which were covered with a cotton frame, which could be thrown on the

roof during bright, warm days and let down over the front during the cold nights

and stormy days.

In a few cases, open front houses have been built only twelve or fifteen feet

deep and twenty or more feet across the front. This is not advisable, owin<.' to

the faci that should there be a direct wind blowintr into the house the birds cannot

get back far enough to be out of the draught. This house is built to accommodate

not less than one hundred birds, and will work well with as many as one hundred

aud twenty-five during winter weather. If a smaller house than the twenty by

twenty is desired it should be built, .«ay, twenty feet deep and ton feet wide rather

than ten feet deep and twenty wide. The width across the front should never

exceed the depth.

Snow will occasionally blow into the house, but we have had very little trouble

in this respect. Having the building deep, low, and narrow tends to prevent this.

A rather small opening in front will not allow the wind and snow to blow far back

into the house, and the depth allows the birds to keep out of the wind. If there

is continuous rainy or damp weather for several days the litter will become damp
and must be removed at once. Both walls and floor must be kept dry or the birds

are likely to suffer from disease of some kind. There should be no opening except

that in the front, or there is likely to be a draught through the house, and this

should be avoided.
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Thi! following is the egg production for 100 April-hatched White Leghorn
pullets from November, 191-^, to June, 1913 (inclusive). These pullets were

housed in an open front house (see Figs. 26 and 27).

Pullets laying In November — 71
" December - 68
" January - 65
" February — 74
" March - 92
" April -- 99
" May — 94
" June — 91

Total Egg Production.

795
889
753
554

1,765

2,023

1,863

1,688

Note.—The winter of 191213 will be remembered as exceptionally mild. We have
seen the temperature as low as nine degrees below zero inside the house during
other winters, f^ome males' combs will freeze at such temperatures, and, moreover,
the egg production is slightly affected for a few days.

In conclusion, we are free to admit that tlio open front house apparently

keeps the stock in better health, brighter in plumage, and it requires less labor
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Fig. 28.—House suitable for converting into a 20 ft. x 20 ft., or
20 ft. X 24 ft. House 4, Fig. 20.

than any house we have yet used. It is not perfect, and no doubt could be im-

proved upon for special "ninstaking poultrymen, but this class is very limited,

and the house as now used comes most near to meeting the average man's position.

Those who would prefer something dilfercut in type from the foregoing

might find it in Fig. 28, by changing the dimensions. Tlie house as shown in cut

is 13 ft. X 24 ft. This could be changed to 20 ft. x 20 ft., or 20 ft. across tlie

front and 24 ft. deep from front to back. In altering the house to accommodate
it to the above dimensions the door is removed from the near end and the double

doors from the front. The centre windows are moved to the place occupied by

the double doors, one to each set of doors, and also move the two windows near

the ends in to meet those moved from the centre. Then place a single door in

the centre of the front. Secure an old window shutter, and place this in the

upper half of the door to provide ventilation for the pen. It would also be advis-

able to place a window of the same size or larger than those in front in the west

end of the house and another in the cast end. These would increase the amount

m
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of light admitted to the pen, and if hinged at the top, could be hooked up to collar

joist in summer, thereby getting more circulation of air through the pen in the
hot weather and keep the pen cooler.
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LOXO, CONTINL'OI'8 HoiSK.

Xo doubt some readers will wish for a plan of a long, continuous house, in

which a large number of fowls may be housed under one roof, or where a number
of different breeds can be kept in the same building.

Fig. 25 gives the ground plan of this building as now used. The partitions

are temporary, made of cloth tacked to wooden frames, and can be moved or

adjusted to suit almost any sized flock. This house was originally use^l for flocks

of 50, 75, and 100 laying hens, with the idea of testing large and small flocks.

The house was used in this manner for three seasons, with slightly bettor results

from the flock of 50.

The plan as now^ given accommodates 25 fowls in each flock, with the excep-

tion of the large pen, in which can be kept 75 fowls of such breeds as Bocks or

Orpingtons, or 90 of such as T.eghorns. The large pen could, of course, be divided

into the smaller pens.

For the purpose of carrying on more extensive breeding work, a long, con-

tinuous house was built in the fall of 1912. This building is 208 ft. long, 12 ft.

wide, 8 ft. high in front, and 5 ft. high at the back. The house is single boarded
with inch lumber; the cracks battened. It rests on a concrete foundation 8 in.

wide at the bottom and 6 in. at the top; the floor also be of concrete 3 in. in thick-

ness. Below the floor is at least 8 in. of small stones, on which was placed enough
gravel to allow the laying of the floor. Our experience is that it requires at least

8 in. of filling, such as small stones, etc., beneath the concrete. The studs are

2 in. X 4 in. placed 3 ft. 6 in. apart, and the rafters 2 in. x 6 in. each placed 2 ft.

apart.

For breeding work it is often advisable to mate small pens. This house is

divided into thirty-two pens, each 6 ft. 6 in. wide, each pen accommodating about

eight or ten birds. A dropping-board three feet from the floor is used. There
are two roosts, four feet long, to each pen.

A portion of each partition is made movable, so that larger pens may be had
should they be required. Four and one-half feet from the back they are of matched
lumber and stationary, the balance being of two wooden frames covered with nine-
ounce duck. These may be removed at any time, and a number of pens allowed
to run together. If this is done, the solid portion of the partition at the back
materially assists in checking draughts, which are common in long, narrow pens.

In the front of each pen is a door, and also a window consisting of sixteen
lights, 8 in. x 10 in., as shown in Fig. 29. The upper part of the door is of wire
netting covered with a movable frame in extremely cold or stormy weather. This
style of house should prove useful to poultry breeders. During the winter of 1912-13
the cotton frames were not used the greater part of the time, and we had little or
no trouble with frozen combs.

General Rules fob Bdildino.

It is necessary to allow from four to six square feet of floor space per bird:

the amount actually required depending upon the size of pen and the type of con-

struction. The larger and more open the pen, the less floor space required per bird.

Roosting requirements differ with the different breeds. B-'hmM, Cochins, and
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Buch other heavy breeds require ten inches of perth room per bird; Plymouth
Rocks, Wyandottes, Reds, etc., require about nine inches; and Leghorns, etc..

about eight inches. All perches should be placed on the level, as in Figs. 29 and
33. Perches where built ladder style will cause birds to crowd for the top perch,

thereby causing trouble. Roosts should be made low or near the floor. There are

several reasons for this. Birds of the heavy breed> c annot fly hi<;h up, and any
bird is liable to injure the soles of the feet in jumping down from hi<rh perches.
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Fig. 29,

When dropping-boards are used they should be moderately low down to admit

of easy cleaning. Dropping-boards should be made of matched lumber, and should

be twenty inches wide for one roost and three feet wide for two, the first perch being

placed ten inches from the wall and the others at fourteen inch centres.

Roosts 2 in. by 2 in. or 2 in. by 3 in. are preferred, the upper "ges to be

slightly rounded.

Cement floors are most sanitary, and are easily kept clean. The first co'st

is possibly high, but their durability commends them to general use. Ground

floors are more in favor than wood and cost less. The greatest objection to the

ground floor is the excessive amount of dust in the pen therefrom.
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Cement floors for best results should be raised so that the surface of the floor
is at least eight inches above the level of the ground. The intervening space is

filled with cobble stones or coal cinders. A three-inch cement floor will be found
heavy enough for the henhouse; two and one-<]uarter inches of filling and three-
quarters of an inch of finish.

Nests. These should be provided at the rate of one nest to every four or
five hens in the pen. All types and sizes of nests are uued, but with open nests

; I

Figs. 30 and .31.-

of Ne3ts.
-Front and Back Views
(Poultry Craft.

>

placed on the floor trouble may be e.xperienced with the hens eatin<r their eggs.
This is overcome by providing nests which are partially darkened, a.s in the case
of Figs. 30 and 31. Raising nests off the floor permits the use of the entire floor
space for scratching purpo.«es. All nests should be from twelve to fourteen inches
square and not over six inches deep.

Trap-nests. This is a necessary evil where pedigree breeding is to be con-
ducted. Whether it would lie advisable for a man to trap-nest his stock will depend

Pig 32.—Trap Nest. Fig. 33.—Trap Nest arranged above the roosts.

upon his object, and the time and expense he is willing to incur in attaining the
same. The price of trap-nests vary from eighty cents to one dollar and eighty
cents each. The cost of operating the same would be approximately fifty cents^per
bird per year, which would include the necessary record keeping. TVliere trap-
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nestt are used they must be visited at one and one-half to two-hour intervals dur-
ing the day. This is especially important during the hot summer weather, as
otherwise birds are liable to die, due to suffocation.

Trap-nests are for the most part patented. The nest which we have used
for a number of years, and wliiili we bdievp is as cfTKient as any on the market.

Fig. 34

is the one shown in Figs. 33 and 33. Thi.. nest represents in a general way the
type of all trap-nests. It is made up of two compartments, with a trap or door
on the front end, which closes automatically with the bird's entrance into the nest,

keeping the bird captive until released by the attendant.

The nest is constructed of three-eighths inch material, 84 in. long, 12 in.

wide, and 13 in. high. A four-inch board is placed across the bottom of the nest

Fig. 35.—Colony House In Fig. 34.

twelve inches from the front, which divides the lower part of the nest into twj
compartments, the back one containing the nesting material and the front the trap.

The trap is eight inches from A to B, and seven and three-quarter inches from A to

C. T'le trap is so adjusted in its attachment in m st that when it is tilted back into

nest, resting within thr inches of top of centre partition, it is just overbalanced.
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The back of the bird coming in contact with it as she tiejm oTer centra partition

raises the trap sufBciently to tilt it forward, thi^^ closing the trap.
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Drinking utensils of some form or other are necessary, and the more simple
in construction the better. The writers have found open pens as efficient as any,
the size depending on the size of the flock to be accommodated. They should be
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made of some material which is gmoo'h and as free from seams as possible, ti
facilitate cleaning, as frequent cleaning of drinking utensils is necessary to prevent
them from becoming slimy. lii lar;:e flocks we liave used stcd hog troughs, hold-
ing from twenty to thirty quarts, with good results.

In our experience the largest egg yields are obtained from flocks containing
twenty to thirty birds. Some succeed with sixty to seventy-five in a flock, but
they are in the minority. Considering, howe., r. tlie co.st of housing', labor, etc.,

the most economical returns will bo secured from flocks of alwrnt one hundred bird:?.

Colony Houses.

There is a constant demand from people living in towns and cities for plans
of houses suitable for housing six to twelve hens. In some instances thcv wish
those liousos so constructed that tlicy can ho niovcl oasilv from placo to i)laco.

•1 ti

Fig. 37 -Colony Houso in Fig. 30.

The man who is using artificial means of brooding and raises over one hiin
dred chicks, is finding.' the portaUlo cohmy hou.-^e a valualilo adjunct to his eciiiip-

ment, as it enables him to place his young chicks on frc.-h ground everv year.

The plans herewith .submitted arc adaptable to the.~o conditions, and have
lioon used by the writers for the purposes mentioned above. The houses are of

sufficient size to accommodate one hundred chicks to a two-pound weight, or fifty

chickens to four or five pounds; but for winter u.<c we would not advise puttiii'.'

in more than a dozen laying hens. (See Figs. 34, 35, 3ti, and 37.)

Bill of Material for 6 ft. nv 8 ft. Colony Holse.

2 pieces 4 in. x 4 In. x 10 ft., runners.
3 pieces 2 In. x 4 in. x 7 ft. 10 in., plates and centre runner.
2 plece.1 2 in. X 4 in. x 5 ft. 10 in., end Bills.

2 pieces 2 in. x 2 In. x 5 ft. 10 in., roost supports.
50 feet 1 inch matched flooring.

50 feet 1 inch roof boards.
100 feet run, % in. x 2 in. battens for ends and sides.

140 feet 1 in. x 10 in. outside boarding: door, etc.

V2 square shingles.

1 sash, 6 lbs., 10 x 12 glass.

1 cotton screen, 2 ft. 11 in. x 16V> in.

1 door, 2 ft. 6 in. X 5 ft. 6 In.

1 cotton screen, fits on doors.

J i
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In Fig. 38 is shown a cut of a window adjusted for ventilation purposes. Tlie

window is 6 in. from the ceiling and 18 in. from the floor. It is hinged at the

bottom and the opening at the top is adjusted with a cord. Burlap is placed along

the sides of the open window. A low-grade open burlap should be used. This

docs not interfere witli the lif,'lit. is not attended with (Iniuglits, and gives good

Fig. 38.—Window arranged for Ventilation Purposes.

ventilation. In presenting the above, it is done with the object of presenting a
suggestion for the alteration of some house now in use which is not giving satis-

faction, at present duo to lacic of ventilation, as indicated by frost on walls and
ceiling. The alteration can be made at a very small cost, and might be preferred

by some to curtains.

I
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FEEDS AND FEEDING.

A fowl requires a variety of deeds. While it is true that the whole grains

and the milling by-products from the same form the major portion of the bird's

ration, it is absolutely essential that tliey receive also green feed, animal food, drink,

grit, and shell-forming material. All tiieso foo<ls must be clean and wholesome,

and furthermore, a portion of them should be given in some form so as to induce

the birds to take exercise, so that the fowls will keep healthy. The drinkinu'

material, which .should be given at regular and frequent intervals, may consist of

water or milk. The supply inust be clean, as dirty water, dirty or slimy drinking

dishes, etc., will do more towards making a flock unhealthy and diseased than

possibly anything else. Most attendants are inclined to forget to clean the drink-

ing vessels and to keep them wiill filled at all times.

Grains.

The value of the different grains for feeding poultry varies both with the

chemical composition and the physical properties of the same. For instance wo
find some grains which, considered from their chemical composition, are excellent
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feeds, but due to the liiRli percentage of fibre, etc., ure not satisfactory fur feeding
ill the whole state. Fiiirous material is only very slightly digestible by fowl, owing
to the structure and actions of the organs of digestion, hence tlieir low feeding

value.

Wheat is, without doubt, tlic most popular whole grain in use iiy poultry

people of Ontario, and is one of the I "st. It is relished by all classes of jioultry.

The price of wheat as compared with that of other grains during tiie past few
years, makes it necessary to mix o*her grains with it. It is very (l(uil)tful whether
it is advisable at any time to feed <-..]% ,-;,;• ';;mi1 of grain constantlv. as a variety

is better; some birds like one g. '.

i, wliib' (.f;- - relisii another. Plump, soft

wiieat is usually more palatable fo the '<,]viU (i-aii 'ard wheats, hut the latter may
have slightly higher feeding valu .

Shrunken wheat, where caused .\ .:•
i 'i o:- frost, has higher feeding value

than phmip grain, and as it is not suitable for milling purposes can often he

economically used for feeding purposes.

AMieat screenings ai the refuse fn)m the better grades of wheat, and vary

greatly in feeding value. Cleaned wheat screenings are now on the market, but

their value for feeding is not yet established.

Wheat bran is used largely as an inirn-dient of a masli. It is not credited

at present with having as high-feeding vahu' as it was once generally thought to

have. Its greatest value is in giving bul' to the ration, preventing impaction of

crop and stomach, and aiding the digestivi- juices in tinir action on the food. Wlieat

liran is also more or less laxative.

Middlings and shorts vary greatly in composition, iience tlieir feeding value

varies. They are useful for making ma^h mixtures, particularly for fattening.

They are good to check looseness of the bowels where an excess of vegetal)h!S is

given.

Low-grade flour is often a cheap and economical food to use in mashes for

stock birds or for fattening chickens. It is more or less constipating, resembling

middlings and shorts in its action.

Corn is not u.sed as extensively in Ontario as it is in the Central and Eastern

States. In those parts it forms the major portion of the whole grain ration. Corn

is more of a heating food, and while very satisfactory for feeding even in largo

quantities during cold weather, is likely to cause excessive broodiness, especially

in the heavy breeds, if fed heavily during the warm weather. It is used whole,

ground, and cracked, the meal being usimI principally in mash foods. Cracked

corn is used for young chicks and fowls when scattered in the litter. Whole corn

is too large and conspicuous, ami when in the litter does not usually give sufficient

exercise. In the opinion of the writers corn can be used in those .sections of Ontario

where it is grown extensively, much more freely than it has. heretofore, been.

Oats should bo a first-class poultry food, but owing to the large percentage of

hull, which in Ontario and Western Oats varies from twenty to forty per cent, of

the whole grain, are not relished by the birds when fed whole, and for this reason

are somewhat indigestible. When rolled, hull and all, they arc an ideal food as

a dry mash and are relished by fowls belter than any other dry mash we have yet

used.

Oat flour, oat middlings, or ground oats, arc a by-product from the oatmeal

mills. They do not contain any hull, and are extensively used for fattening

chickens.

Barley is most valuable for feeding when finely ground and used as an

ingredient in a fattening ration. It contains rather too much hull for feeding in

in
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the whole state, and unless ven- well thrrslied so as to remove entire beard, it i:»

not advisable to use without grind insr.

Buckwheat is very popular as a wliole grain in sections where it is extensively

grown. It is sometimes difliiult to get fowls to cat it at the first feeding. This
is easily overcome in a few days if its feeding is continued and other foods with-

held. After they once hecona- aCi^ustomed to its appearance it is nnieh relished

by them. It somewhat resembles corn in its fattening properties, and, therefore,

it is 1)otter for winter than for summer use.

Ground buckwheat, ground liull and all, is an excellent food to use in a fatten-

ing ration.

Rye and peas are not suitable for feeding extensively as whole grains, but may
often be used economically if ground and used as ingredients in i. mash for fatten-

iug purposes. Large quantities sliould not be used of either as they are each
strongly stimulating.

ii
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! AXIM.4L Foods for Fowls.

The most expensive foods given to fowls are the animal foods. These are

used as a substitute for the worms and insects that form a portion of the natural

summer food of fowls upon free range. Flocks confined to small runs require

to be fed more or less aniral foods during the winter, and during very long, dry
spells in the summer; ever > ere the range is unlimited it frequently pays to feed

a little animal food.

Animal foods usually assist very materially in the production of eggs in winter.

By some people these foods are considered as a forcing food, that is to say, they will

induce heavy laying, which in some instances may be followed by serious sickness,

or possibly the injury may be oidy very slight: in fact, uimoticeable. except that

the eggs from birds so fed may be of very low hatchiii power.

It is generally believed, and we tiiink riglitly so, tliat good egg yields cannot
annually be secured without the use of such foods as green cut bone, beef scrap,

or cooked refuse meat, etc. Many believe that the larger the amount of tliese foods

fed the greater will be the egg production. There is good ground for doubting this

statement, in that tliese foods are expensive, and the extra eggs may cost more than
they are worth. Moreover, here is where serious injury may be done to the hen's

digestive and reproductive organs.

Milk is available on many farms, and it is claimed that as an egg producer
this food is equal in value to any of the meat foods. Our experience has been that

sour milk for fowls has a slightly greater value than sweet milk, and is certainlv

much more easily obtained.

\ few years ago we planned an experiment, with the idea of studying Avhat

effect various animal foods would have upon egg production and the hatchin;'

power of eggs.

Below is given the results of the first three years' work, that of 19(i-!)-10 being

carried on with Buff Orpington pullets, that of 1910-11 with Rhode Island Red
hciis and pullets, and l!in-]2 with Leghorn pullets.

There were twenty-five females and two males in each pen, and all were housed
in till same building. The grain and green food used were the same in each pen.

The animal foods are reckoned at the following priees:

Buttermilk, 20e. per 100 lbs.: Beef Scrap, $3 per 100 lbs.; Green Cut Bone,

$3 per 100 lbs.

Ii
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EXI-EHIMEMAL FEEDING WiTH BUFK ORI'INUTOSS.

The following are the results for seven months, from October 1st, 1909, to April
30th, 1910:

Pen
No.

Animal Food used
lbs. lbs.

Whole Dry
Grain Mash

lbs.

Animal
Food

Total
Cost

Total
Eggs
Laid

Cost
Dozen
Eggs

Percen-
tage

of Eggs
hateh'd

1 Buttermilk 720 233 1,453 .$18.16 2,040 10.68 55.0

2 lOi dry mnshljeef scrap 840 337 34 19.85 1,670 14.28 50.5

3 Beef scrap in liopper... 900 216 141 22.21 1,664 15.84 33.0

4 Noanimalfood 900 224 17.99 1,496 , 15.48 59.5

a Greencutbone 900 196 1273 i 21.37 1,654 ', 15.48 40.5

Experimental Feeding With R. I. Reds.

The following are the results of eight months, October 1st, 1910, to Mjvjt 3lBt, 1911:

Percen-
Pen
Xo.

Animal Food used
lbs. lbs.

Whols Dry
Grain Mash

lbs.

Animal
Food

1 Buttermilk 973

2 10%dry mash beef scrap 898

3 Beef scrap in hopi)er.. .

.

907

4
I
No animal food 802

5 iGreen cut bone 784

Total
Cost

Total
Eggs
Uid

Cost
Dozen
Eggs

tage
of Eggs
hateh'd

535 1,765.5 25.60 1,762 17.43 57.0

535 61.5 23.06 1,320 20.96 56.4

510 106.0 23.92 1,625 17.66 51.66

405 17.70

22.44

730

1,359

29.09

19.81

66.25

411 182.5 64.5

I
!

i
'

I'en

No.

EXPEBIME:- OING WiTH WHITE LEQHOBNS.

The following are the result lor seven months, October Ist, 1911, to April 30th, 1912:

Percen-
jijs. lus. iva, T„4„i luiai ^^usv

Animal Food used
lbs.

,
lbs.

Whole ; Dry
Grain Mash

lbs.

Animal
Food

Total
Cost

Total
Eggs
Laid

Cost
Dozen
Eggs

tage
of Eggs
faatcb'd

I
i

1 Buttermilk 785 '• 319

2 Beef scrap in hopper... 750 205

3 No animal food 925 126

4 Green'cut bone 781 287

1,453 $19.46 ' 1,508

81
j

16.76
I

1,158

' 15.77 j 602

98 18.96 ' 1,193

15.5 68.2

17.3 69.2

13.4
i

74.2

19.4 I 68.6

Comments on Above Tables.

With all three breeds, buttermilk produced the most and the cheapest eggs,

"! Where beef scrap was fed in a hopper or where the birds could eat all they

desired, the Leghorns and Rhode Island Reds did much better than the Orpingtons.

No animal food in all instances gave the best eggs for hatching and the lowest

egg yield.
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t'Tom the results so far obtained it would appear to be a disastrous practice
to undertake feeding Leghorns on no meat food ration, or meat food in very small
quantities, for the reason that they developed feather eating to such an extent that
some of the birds were killed and the males were a sorry sight ; in fact, had to be
frequently rcTioved from the pen. This was true to a limited extent with the
Hhode Island Reds, but was not so of the Orpingtons.

!i-:
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G SEEN Foods.

When fowls have free range, they eat a considerable inioun* of grass, or other
green foods. It would appear, therefore, to be clesirahie that where birds are con-
fined, either in small runs during the summer, or in Inu.'Jes when the ground is

covered with snow in the winter, some effort should be made to supply this food.

Many foods are available, such as waste cabbage, mangels, turnips, rape, clover
bay or clover leaves, and green food grown especially for the purpose.'

Early in the fall we use cabbage or rape; or at times where the runs have
been sown to fall rye or wheat, the fowls ure allowed to feed upon these. Where
rape is extensively fed it frequently will cause the whites of the eggs to have a
greenish cast, which renders them unmarketable. This food is relished by the
fowls, but must be fed carefully. Cabbage at times will flavor the eggs slightly,
and if frozen may cause serious digestive troubles. Both rape and cabbage make
good green foods, bi''^ -ood judgment must be exercised in their use.

Mangels arc a very succulent food, and are relished by the birds during the
winter. They can be fed either pulped or whole. When they are fed whole, wo
usually stick them on a projecting nail, at a convenient height, upon the wall of
the pen. When these are fed freely they frequently scour the fowls. For this
reason during some seasons we are obi'' ^ to feed them not more than twice a
week.

Turnips may flavor the eggs. They are not as palatable as mangels ; in fact
some birds will not eat them at all, but at the same time they have considerable food
value.

Clover leaves, either steamed or dry, are relished very much, and upon the
whole are a most reliable winter green food. One hundred hens will eat from a
peck to a bushel of clover leaves daily. This food upon the farms is cheap and
easily procured, and should be fed more than it is.

The growing of green food, i.e., sprouted grains, is becoming quite popular
with many, but we have never received sufficient results to warrant our growing
it extensively, except for little chicks, although in some cases we have had good
results from feeding to laying hens.

The ordinary plan is to soak the grain—oats are preferred—twenty-four hours
in a pail or can. The ordinary greenhouse flat is useful for the purpose of sprout-
ing, or any box three to four inches deep and one foot wide by two feet long. The
bottom of the box should be perforated so as to provide drainage, otherwise the
grain will rot. After soaking the grain for the time specified, spread in the boxes
or flats, about two inches deep, and place boxes in a warm place, about seventy
degrees or slightly higher, and where there is plenty of light. Sprinkle the grain
regularly once a day until sprouted sufficiently to use. Most feeders allow the
grain to grow two or three inches before feeding, which under ordinary conditions
should take from ten to fourteen days.
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Dry Feeding.

* A '^^^l':^^''^
«t the present time is to feed dry fjrain, and to use no wet mash

foods. It has been claimed Kv some writers that mash foods, while tendin<r to
force growth, and possibly egg production, do not tend to produce good e-Ts^for
hatching purposes; that is to say, the mash is more or less of a forcin- foo,? In
the production of eggs, the number produced is probably as large, if"not lar-er
where mashes are used, but the hatching power of the eggs in some instances is
not a. higli. During the past two or three years we have not fed anv wet mashes
to our breeding birds, and have fed in place some sprouted grain, but mostly rolled
oats in hoppers. As far as we can see at the present time the sp-outincr does not
miprove the fee.lmg qualities of grain very nuich, with the one exception of oats
The pa atabihty of oats is increased considerably. We have made the oats e.^uallv
palatable by having them rolled or flattened, that is the irill and all

Feeding whex Wet Mashes are Used.

The general method of feeding is to give a mash of mi.xed ground -rains
moistened with water or milk, in the morning; a little whole grain scattered in
the straw covering the floor, at noon; and all the whole grain tliev will eat at
night This latter meal is usually fed in the straw. Some poultry men a.lopt
the plan of not feeding the mash until evening. We have been practising this
plan for some time and like it very well. The objection to the former plan i" that
the hen is likely to become gorged with food early in the morning, and thu< take
to the roost for the rest of the day, which is usually followed by hens becoming
too fat, and the e<;g record becoming small; but, notwithstandi.,g, many sucres«f

"

poultrymen use this method to advantage. The objection to feedin<r the ma«h -

night IS that It becomes quickly digested, and the bird has not sufficient food to
last It during the long winter night; but this objection can be overcome by <rmns
a little whole grain after the mash at night.

Some poultrymen feed their fowls but twice a dav, morning and evenin<r and
get very good results; but we favor feeding throe times a dav. Our plan is"«ome-
what as follows:

Early in the morning the fowls are given half a handful each of whole .^rain
Ihis IS buried in the litter on the floor. Thus the fowls get exercise (a very neces^
sary thing) in scratching for it, and at the same time keep themselves warm. A*
noon about two handsful of grain are given to a dozen hens in the litter. They are
also given all the roots they will eat, either pulped or whole, as fowl relish mangels
sugar beets and turnips. Cabbage also-a very good green food-is sometimes
given. About four o'clock in the afternoon they are fed a mash composed of equal
parts of bran, shorts, oat-chop, and corn meal (during cold weather), and to this
is added abrut ten per cent, of animal meal, if we have no cut green bone or cooked
meat. These foods are thoroughly mixed together in the dry state, after which
18 added steeped clover, which has been prepared bv setting a huckot of clover
leaves, or cut clover hay, and scalding it with boiling water. This is done earlym the morning, and the bucket kept covered with a thick sack throughout the day
This will be quite warm at night, if it has been kept in a warm place. There is
usually sufficient liquid to moisten the meal that has been mixed. Our aim is to
have about one-third of the ration, in bulk, of clover. After the mash a small
amount of whole grain is i-i in the straw. There is—and should be—a plentiful
supply of good, pure water inUhin easy reach at all times.

i
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To those who keep but a dozen or so fowls, or to those who wish to economize

in the feed bills, by using table refuse, such as bread, meat, vegetables, etc., the

wet mash system is commendable, in that these cheap by-products, if clean and

cooked, make excellent mashes, when dried off with shorts and bran or other chop.

This kind of mash usually gives excellent egg yields, and the labor entailed is not

a serious consideration, under the above conditions, but it is, at times, where birds

are kept in large numbers.

MicTiioD OF Feeding the Wixteu Laying Stock at the O.A.C.

We +'y to simplify our methods and use only common foods, and at the present

time we are using as whole grains, whtat and corn. Buckwheat and barley, if

available, locally, at economical prices, would be used to supplement the other

grains mentioned. Wheat and corn are fed in about equal parts both morning

and evening. The corn is cracked before mixing with the wheat so as to render

particles of grain more uniform in size, and hence secure more balanced feeding

by the birds. All grain is fed in the litter of straw or shavings on the floor of

the pen, thereby inducing the birds to exercise. At noon we feed mangels, cabbage

or clover hay as green food. Rolled oats are kept constantly before the birds in

hoppers, as is also grit and shell material. Buttermilk or soured skim-milk is

the only drinking material given when a supply is available, while at other times

water is given.

Method of Feeding the Summer Laying Stock at the O.A.C.

At the i>re8ent time our plan of feeding is to scatter whole grain in the litter,

both morning and evening. The grain used is wheat almost entirely. Buckwheat,

barley, oats and corn are occasionally used to supplement the wheat. Green food

in the form of rape, grass, or green oat crop, grown in the runs or as a soiling crop,

is constantly supplied. Sour milk or buttermilk, when available, L given as

drink, while at other times water is provided.

INCUBATION.

This is a very interesting topic. Here we are dealing with the renewal of

the flock. This has been to the larger grower a difficult problem, and to most

farmers and small growers, comparatively easy. (It is apparently easy for the

farmer to hatch and rear one hundred or more chicks, and very difficult to get hens

to lay during the winter. The larger grower can usually get a fair production

during the winter, if he can get the chicks out and well grown.) There are so

many factors that may influence the hatch and the vitality of the chicks, that it is

at times an impossibility to say why one fails and another succeeds.

The first essential to successful incubation is good, hatchable eggs. The hatch-

ing power of eggs is apparently influenced by the parent stock, not only in the

present generation, but possibly for generations back. Granting this, we must,

then, use only the strongest and best birds as breeders, and if a rigid culling is fol-

lowed annually, it is our b'lief that gradually, but surely, the problem will become

less difficult. Then, again the methods of housing and feeding are factors. Birds

kept in ill-ventilated, damp houses, or under any unsanitary conditions, are lowered

in vitality or vigor, which of necessity must be more or less imparted to the germ

of the egg. It has been shown xinder the discussion of foods that the hatch is in-

fluenced by the feeds.
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The farmers fiuck is usually st^o^,^' and ruj,'j,'wl ; it lias plontv of exercis.. in
the Ircsh air. ai-d, moreover, is seldom kept in such luimhers that the ground about
tlie buildings becomes seriously contaminated. There are, of course, some excei)-
tions to the above statement. Fowls upon the farm are verv seldom extensivelv
fed upon meat, or what may be termed forcing foods. Then, "again, the unlimitc;i
range and tiie great variety of foods availalile make the conditions upon the farm
excellent for the production of good, hatchable eggs. If more attention was paid
to the selection of the males, the results would be improved. The sellin-' of Jie
large, t and earliest maturin- males, and the breeding of the late hatched, iinmatuiv.
ill-uourished males, is not conducive to pro'rress. to say the least.

The ditlieulties of the large growers are mainly due to !)ad housiiisr. vardinv.
and feeding. .Many liou.«es are pocrly ventilated, and the yards are small,'and tl'o
fowls arc on them constantly, and are, therefore, in an unsanitarv condition : and.
furthermore, the lack of a variety of foods and exercise, and the use of animal foods,
are also more or less injurious. All the.se conditions are largely under our control!
and many of the failures in the past appear to be dir?ptly due to a too intensilied
condition. It lias been many people's idea to see how "many hundreds could be
kept on the least acreage of land.

Natural a\d Artificial Ixcubatiox.

Whether it will pay to buy the incubators and brooders de!)o;tds largely on one's
circumstances. Where chicks are wanted in considerable numbers, earlier than April
15th, an incubator becomes practically a necessity, as it is seldom that hens become
broody in numbers until after the 1st of April. Again, where one wi.-hes to hatch
more than one hundred and fifty chick.*, an incubator is, in many cases, cheaper
and better than the natural methods. It is also a necessity where one is breedinij
from the non-setting varieties.

There are numerous illustrations of chicks being raised in large numbers l)v

the natural method in the States of Rhode Island and JLissachusetts, particalarlV
in the former State. Where this method is followed, the chicks are hatched largely
during the months of ' 'iy and June; and where from five hundred to one tiiousand
five hundred laying hens are kept, the.re is little oiflindty in getting a suffKi.it
number of broody hens. Those who are keeping large numbers of hens appear to
be well satisfied with the natural method: but there can be no doubt but that the
number of incubators in use is increasing from year to year.

The average hatch is probably one chicken from cverv two eggs set. This,
of course, varies with the different seasons, also with the percentage of fertile esrgs.

and the strength of the germ. We have found during the months of February and
Jlareli. when the ground is covered with snow and the fowls are closely housed, that
the percentage of fertile eggs is small, and that the germs are very weak. Und<»i'
such conditions we have very poor hatches and chicks that are very hard to rear,
^luch better eggs are obtained in December and early January, or when the fowls
get out into the fresh air and are able to pick .some gr.Tss. Thus it will be seen
that, as a general rule, as the percentage of fertile eggs increases, the vitalitv of
the germ increases, the percentage hatched is larger and the mortality among the
young chicks smaller. For example, we would expect to get a much larger per-
centage hatch of the fertile eggs from eggs that were 00 per cent, fertile than from
those that were sixty per cent, fertile; nn], moreover, we would fiijuro on rnisin;:

a much larger percentage of chicks from the former eggs than from the latter,

owing to the chicks being stronger and having greater vitality.

. 1
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Setting the Hen. It is generally agned that, in order to secure a good hatch,

the hen must be placed where other hens iirc not likely to disturb her; for, as a

rule, we seldom get good hatches when other hens lay in the nest with the sitter.

Some farmers do not set a hen until one l)e<omes broody on a nest where no others

lay, which often necessitates late chick.*. The difficulty can be overcome by making

a new nest for the broody hen. Get a box aiiout twelve inches square and six inches

deep; put some earth, or an overturned sod in the bottom, taking care to have tlie

corners very full, so that no eggs can roll out from the hen and get chilled ; next,

jiut on about two inches of straw or cliafT; and then put a few earthen eggs into

the nest. Place the nest in some pen where nothing can disturb tlie lien, and put

her on after dark. Feed and water must be within easy reach, and a dust bath

should also be convenient. If the hen is sitting quiet the next day, you will be

safe in putting the eggs under her. Jn our experience we get 90 per cent, of the

hens to sit by following this method.

It should be remembered that the hen will be in better condition if dusted with

insect powder when set, and also a few days before the hatch comes otf. This will

usually keep the lice in check, especially if some tansy or mint leaves are used in

making the nest.

Artificial Incubation.

During recent years many incubator e.xperiments have been conducted here,

as well as at other colleges, and some progress has been made. It is our purpose

at this time, not so much to go into the details of these, but to give -f possible,

the best methods we know that can be used by the average person.

Selecting an Incubator. There are many makes of incubators on the market

that do fairly good work; they are not perfect, nor have they the hatching power

of a normal hen, but then iney are always ready to hatch eggs any day of the year,

and by their use eggs can be incubated in large numbers. They do not get balky

and cease hatching as some hens do—that is, unless the operator fails to do his

part. Commercially they are a necessity. To the prospective buyer I would sug-

gest the purchasing of a well-built machine, one that if. double c.sed, and that is

easily cleaned, and whose fixtures, such as the lamps, etc., are convenient. We do

not know which is the best incubator made.

Recent scientific investigations indicate that it is probable, in some instances,

that disease organisms, T'^und in dirty incubators, cause serious harm. Our plan

—no matter what the typj of machine—is to thoroughly wash the entire interior

of every machine before putting in the eggs for hatching. We use a ten per cent,

solution of a tarry compound, such as creoline or zenoleum. This helps to clean

the machine, and if applied hot, so much the better. We have obtained best results

by using water or moisture during the entire hatch. I have seen good hatches

from incubators where no moisture was used. We use a pan beneath the egg-tray,

nearly the full size of the machine, and keep this pan covered with water, or wet

sand, not more than one inch in depth.

Many incubator thermomet^ers are not reli.able, and it is. thereirre. .advisable

each season to have the thermometers tested. Any druggist will have a registered

thermometer, and can do the testing if the owner does not wish to.

The hatch is made or lost usually during the first week of incubation. Keep

the temperature well up to 103 degrees, with the thermometer lying on the eggs,

and maintain as even a temperature as possible.

Do not set dirty, washed, small or extra large eggs. The shell is porous and

disease germs that may be on dirty eggs might infect a number of eggs. Do not
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turn the eggs when your ha.uU are dirty, or immediately after handling lamps

or kerosei.'>.

The room in which the machine is operated should he eiean and well vuntihited.

If possil)le, select a room that varies hiit little in ttinperature: in such a room it

is easier to keep the hatchinjj clianiher of the niiicliiiio at an even temperature.

Where there is a strong odor of lamp fumes, or where there are docayinj^ vegetal)les,

or where moulds grow upon hits of boards Oi- upon the walls, an ineuhator will

not usually do good work. The lamps Imrn brighter, the eggs hatch better, and

the chicks have more vitality when the air in the ineubator room is pure.

Ol'ERATINO THE MACHINE.

We have obtained the best average hatches and the best chicks, other things

being equal, operating the machines at lO:? deg. F., with the bulb of the thermometer

resting on the top of an eg^ ; not ut the side of an egg nor at the bottom. This

heat is maintained thronghoul the hatch. We are particular to set dean eggs,

usually not over two days old, which have been held at a temperature between

55 and 'J'5 degrees. The eggs are best put in the machine in the morning; tlien

the gradual heating of the eggs goes steadily on during the day, aiul by night we
know that the machine is not too hot or too cold. Moisture is used from the start

;

we are more particular about moisture the first week of th? hatch than at any other

period. No ventilation is given until after the ninth day of incubation. Our best

hatches in nearly all instances are from machines operated .'t a very even heat,

with plenty of moisture, and little or no ventilation up to the ninth day. After

this period the eggs need plenty of air and the ventilators opened gradually until

wide open at hatching time. The hatch appears to be made or lost during the

first week of incubation.

We do not like to let the chicks off the trays or down in the nursery. If they

pant, it is nearly always from a lack of air ; in such cases we open the door slightly

or sufficient to keep the chicks comfortable.

i

RE .RING CHICKENS.

Experience would indicate that the best results in rearing chickens are secured

where a good soil is used. Light, sandy soil, while draining readily and thus keep-

ing more sanitary than a heavy soil, will often not produce sufficient succulent

growth for green food. A heavy, wet soil is to be avoided, as chicks do not thrive

well and there is great danger of disease. A combination of high and low land

is possildy nearer ideal, using the high land upon which to locate colony houses or

coops and the low or bottom land to provide forage. If a never-failing stream flows

through the hottom land, as shown in Fig. 39, the location would leave little to be

desired.

Growing chickens require plenty of free range. While it may be possible to

grow chicks to maturity under intensive conditions, there is a strong tendency

to dwarfness and lowering of constitutional vigor, even although in time the

chickens may attain full weight. Continued breeding from such stock and rear-

ing under such conditions will, in a comparatively few years, so lower the vitality

of the stock that the eggs will become unhatchable. Overcrowding at any and

all times is to be avoided. Free range, with plenty of shade, such as a corn crop.

I
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Fig. 39. A Good Location tor Rearing Chicks.

trchard, shade trees, or artichokes, and plenty of tender green food and insects

will do much towards insuring an economical and vigorous crop of chickens.

Chickens which arc taken from the nest or incubator should be put on fresh

soil, if at all possible. One should enden- '^" to so rotate the ero^s that chickens

will not be on the same land year after yc '. During the first few weeks a chick

is out it does not require a large run, but care must be exorcised not to keep them
confined in small runs long enough to check growth in the slightest degree.

Early hatched chicks will often do better if placed on a grass sod. Late
hatched chicks should not be placed on old, tough sod, as the vegetation is so coarse
and tough that the young chicks are unable to eat it. In the writers' opinion,

. t
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Fig. 40. Good Range for Chick Rearing.
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chicks after the middle of May do host on culti\aU'(l i?oil o"- !iere their ranjre ii

chides such. The youug weeds or plants growing in suci ^ location arc reaiiil

lice, raue.eaten by the young chiclis. If the land is hare of vegetation, a little lett

or sprouted oata will be greatly relished by tlie cliicks, and prove very beneficial.

A corn field or cultivated orchard approach very nearly ideal as location-; for

raising diickens, as they provide shade, fresh, tender vegetation, and a considerahle

quantity of insect life.

Many people experience much greater diniculty in operating brooders than
incubators, and hence prefer to raise the in.ubator chicks with hens. There are
others who have an incubator, but do not care to invest in a brooder. In eitlicr

case the writers would advise tiie use of broodv hens.

Where it is intended to use broody hens to rear incubator chicks the hot plan
is^ to give the hen two or three eggs out of the incubator on tiie eighteenth dav.
When the hatch in the machine is completed, take fifteen chicks and give them to
the broody hen at night. Little nr no difficulty will bo experienced in getting her
to take them, even if there may be more than one color represented. Seldom will

she take them satisfactorily if given to her in the day time. Hens which are to
be used for rearing chickens should be well dusted with good insect powder before
starting. There is possibly no more potent cause of mortality in hen-hatched
chicks than lice.

There are many good brooders upon the market which arc well described in

the manufacturers' catalogues; hence a description here is unnecessary. The
brooder lamp should always be constructed and arranged as to give little chance
of fire.

If the brooder can be placed in a small portable house it is a good plan, as
the brooder is thus protected from stormy, cold winds in early spring; also from
the heat later on. The house protects the chicks from the weather better than a
coop would, and serves as a roosting coop after they become too large to stay in

the brooder.

This coop can be closed at niglit so as to keep out all animals that might
destroy the chicks. The wire front is necessary to supply an abundance of air.

lovable front is a great convenience when the hen is running at lar<ie

during u.e day.

The coop is two feet high in front, fifteen inches high at the back, and is two
wide by three in length. The wire portion is one foot in width.

In brooding chicks, artificially, one of tlic most difficult features to control is

the temperature. While it is true, that all brooders on the market at present are
fitted with automatic regulators, they are not absolutely dependable. In cold
weather there is constant danger of chilling of chicks, while in hot weather fires

are liable to occur if the lamps are not watched closely. Only the best grade of
kerosene should be used, and the lamps trimnied and cleaned frequently. In hot
weather it is advisable to lower the flame in the morning and turn it up again in

the evening to prevent fire. In the writers' opinion lamp brooders are not safe

to usi; after the end of May.

We try to keep the temperature of the brooder between 95 and 100 degrees
(at chick level) throughout the first week. A good guide is to have the brooder
just warm enough so that at night chicks will sit around the outside edge of hover
with their heads sticking out through the curtain surrounding it. Be careful not
10 get brooder too hot nor yet too cold, as either extreme is serious and affects the

vitality of the chicks. This is vry important, especially during the first two
weeks. After the first week the temperature is gradually lowered, generally speak-

1 1
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ing about one degree a clay. It is «. ' to uumnh.'r mat when chi.ks aru put in
the brooder every fift....n chicks will raise the t.niiMTature of the brooder about
one degree.

It i.s advi.sibic to ^tiirt tli.- hiup of the \,v,n<,kT jil"Mit t«,Mv-rniii- |„,urs h.^fore
the ihicks are to he put in. Tlir Ib.or shi-uld be .ov.n.l with ri,.ver cli.iir ,,r (.iher
• Ifan litter. Musty or mouldy inter or f,..I sli.mM ii.\,r \,v u-.d about the br ler
or pan in whieh young ehieks are t.. he phi.r.i. I.iik.n-aini wal.T i- put in tli.- hnn.der
for drink before the rlii.ks are tak.n from the marliinr'. It is advisablr to .upply
some hue gnt or coarse sand, pn ienddy cf a hriu'iit. .-hin\ appearance.

The use of the large coal-heated brooder i., no« l,cco,i,iii- .piitc common. Tiiis
consists of a small coal stov,. and a large cover ,„• hover. These arc ma.i,. of .l,f.
ferent capacities, according: to the miinufactiircr-. from ."lOO to l.iiOn ,hi(k< to the

Fig. 4.j. This cut sliow.s the .Method of Hrootiing, etc.

brooder, depending on the make. It is the belief of the writers that best results
will be secured if not over 400 are placed in each brooder sto\c.

There is no doubt that for the poultrynian who is raising chicks in lar"e
numbers thc.se coal brooders will be found .'coiiomical to use. '"tIic expense for
fuel is not so great as in the ca.-e of oil lamps, and the labor of caring for them
is much less than the same brooding capacity of oil lnmp=. The brooding of chicks in
large numbers, however, presents problems and difTlcnltics not often encountered
where brooding in small flocks. It is seldom that youn? chicks when brooded in

large numbers do not begin crowding, which, if not attended to at once, will ulti-
mately result in disaster, ilany have dilTiculty in feeding chicks in larire flocks,
either running to one extreme or the other.

Chicks should not i)e fed until they are sixty or. better, seventy-two hours' old.
Many make the mistake of feeding too soon. The young chick at the time it

leaves the shell has sufl[icicnt yolk attached to the dige^ive tract to apply it with
food for five or six days. Feeding before the yolk is absorbed eau-es indigestion
and bowel trouble in manv cases.
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The most successful results are sn ured where chicks are fed small amounts
at frequent intervals. For tne first i' ii days or two weeks feed five times per

day at two to three iiour intervals. Tliis is for early spring. As the hours of

daylight lengthen to 7.15 or T.30 o'clock p.m. it will be necessary to increase the

number of feeds given above from five to six. A suggestive time-table for feeding

would be—first feed at 7.00 a.m.; second, 9 a.m.; third, 11.30 a.m.; fourth, 2.30

p.m. : fifth. 6.30 p.m., and, where a sixth feed was given, 7.15 or 7.30 p.m. The
object in having the first two morning feeds only two hours apart lies in the fact

that tlic eliicks are very hungry in the morning, and by feeding lightly at 7 a.m.

and igain at 9 a.m. there is not the danger of overfeeding, that there would be

wer_ a heavy feed given early in the day.

The writers have had the best success in starting young chicks on rolled oats

or stale bread crumbs mi.xed with hard-boiled eggs (boiled for thirty minutes),
in the proportion of six parts of the rolled oats or bread crumbs to one part of

the eggs. The eggs are first finely ground, shell and content, and the proportions

taken bv measure. This is fed dry. After the first two or three days we begin

to give an occasional feed of seed chick-food of one of the commercial grades or

one made up as follows:

Cracked wheat 35 parts
Granulated oatmeal 30 "

Small cracked corn 30 "

Grit (chicken size) 5 "

Total 100 "

Very few of the commercial grades contain any grit, in which case it either

IiM.* to be added to the feed or given separately.

Most people experience their greatest difficulty in regulating the amount to

feed, and especially for the first three weeks. Some will under-feed, while, again,

others will over-feed, both of which are serious. With the object of offering a

solution to this question, feeding tests were undertaken to determine whether the

feeding of definite amounts at stated intervals would give satisfactory results.

Varying amounts of food were given, ranging from one ounce per day to ten

chickens, to one ounce per day to fifteen chickens. It was found, liowevcr. that

the optimum amount required was somewhere between these two points, and proved

to be approximately one ounce per day to twelve chickens pt the start of feeding.

The time at which increase in amount given should take place varies with different

lots of chickens, hut will ordinarily be about the fourth or fifth day. The rate of

increase in amount also varies greatly, and it is sometimes found necessary to dis-

continue the increase for a short time for some inapparent reason. The rate of

increase must be slow, never exceeding one-quarter of ap ounce per day to a flock

of sixty chickens.

Best results were secured where the food was weighed for each feed. A
measure may be used with a fair degree of accuracy, yet the fact that the feeds

are for the most part of mash, the weight of the mcasureful would vary from time

to time. Ouessing at amounts leaves room for much gambling on results.

The chicks arc stiirted on the rolled oat or stale bread and egg mixture, fed

five times per day. one ounce per feed, per sixty chickens. This rate of feeding

is continued until the third or fourth day. when a small quantity of chick-feed

is given at the 11.30 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. feeds in conjunction with the former mix-

ture ; the chick-feed serving as the increase. This is continued, gradually increas-

ing the amount of chick-food, until by the twelfth day the flock of sixty chickens

is getting five ounces of mash mixture and two ounces of chick-feed. At this time
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the mash mixture would be given the first two morning feeds and the first after-
noon feed, while the chick-feed formed the last morning and last afternoon feeds.
The use of the chick-feed is continued until the chicks are old enough to pat whole
or coarsely cracked grains.

^
After the first week or ten days it may be found necessary to use some kind

of filler for one feed—something which is bulky, easily digested, palatable, yet
not highly nutritious. Cooked vegetable, such as nmngcls, turnip?, sugar beets.

Fig. 46. Growing Chickens In the Comfleld.

cabbage, etr.. dried o(T to a crumbly state witli shorts or middlings, will bo found
very sal isfiu lory and oponomical. Stale l)read moistened in milk and mixed with
one of the meals mentioned above is also good. These are given in such quantities
ns the chicks will eat, preferably at the 3.30 p.m. feed, removing any food whicb
may be left. We have found it advisable to add from two to five per cent, of bone
meal to the mash after ten days feeding, as it materially assists in the formation
of bone in growing chicks and to some extent prevents leg-woakness. An occasional

feed of powdered charcoal in tiic mash after the fourth day will assist in correct-

ing digestive disorders and preventing (liarrho'a.

Plenty of fresh drinking water must be supplied the young chicks. After
the tcntii day if sour milk o. buttermilk are available they may be given as drink
replacing the water. It is not advisable to give milk in any quantity previous to
the tenth day, as the chick is in our experience liable to over-feed on it. All milk
used should be sour before using.

When the chicks are one week old and confined to pens or houses where they
cannot get green food, the same must he supplied. Lettuce is excellent; sprouted
grains are very good, as is also root sprouts, cabbage, rape, etc. The green food
is given to supplement the other foods used, and not to replace any of them. Its

value is largely in jts effect on the bowels and blood.
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When feeding chick-food scatter it in the chaff on the floor of the pen. The
little chicks will work away nK^ct of the day for it after they are one week old. It

gives them e.xercise, which is a necessity in rearing chicks.

When the chicks are four weeks old the number of feeds per day are reduced
to four, and when seven, to three feeds daily. The feed at this time may consist
of whole wheat and cracked corn, fed morning and evening, and a mash food in
the middle of the day. The mash may consist of equal parts of bran, shorts and
corn meal, to which is added ten per cent, of animal meal or beef scrap. If we are
anxious to force the chicks, we give two feeds of mash per day and increase the
animal food a little.

Chicks hatched at a season of the year when they can range out of doors need
not he fed as often or as carefully as described above after the iirst two weeks.
During the winter season, where chicks are reared indoors, too liberal feeding often
causes leg weakness, etc. In such cases, sweep away the snow and do your best
to get the chicks out on the ground. Feed but very little hard grain and use
mostly moist mashes. Use as much cooked or raw vegetables as the chickens will
eat.

Close confinement, poor ventilation, and feeding of large quantities of hard
or dry chick foods to winter broods of chicks have given us very poor results.
Watch the chicks, and when you notice some of the largest getting weak on their
legs reduce the hard feed and get t'lem out of doors if possible.

Coven.
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Bill of Material.

A. 2 ends % x 12 In. s 1 ft. 8 In. F.
B. 1 bottom % X 12 In. X 2 ft. 10% In. O.
C. 2 sides % X 3% in. X 3 ft. H.
D. 2 sides % X 2% In. X 3 ft. I.

E. 18 pieces 9i x 1% x 10 In. J.

Side 1.—Chopped feed.

1 division % X 16 in. X 2 ft. lO^ in.

2 divisions % x 9% In. X 2 ft. 10^4 In.

2 pieces ^4 x 1 In. x 3 ft.

2 pieces 1^ X 12 in. X 3 ft. 2 In.

2 ends % x 6% x 1 ft. 9 In.

Side 2.—Whole grain.
I
Cover.

We have used for several seasons the hopper plan of feeding chicks during
the spring and summer months with good success. We have tried placing a hopper
or trough of chick-feed in a coop along with the hen and chicks, and keeping the
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supply constant in or near the coop, from the day the chicks were put out until
full grown, with most satisfactory results. For the chicks brooded artificially we
use very extensively the hopper method of feeding after about eight weeks of age,
first with chick-feed and later with whole grain, and find it a very economical
method of feeding. Where chickens have a good range about the fields of the
average farm, we know of no better plan of feeding chicks. The hopper may be
made of any size or shape so long as the supply of grain i? constant and the supply
large enough to last for about one week. A hopper which slopes from both sides
will feed better than one with a slope to but one side.

Where the hopper plan is adopted on the farm, the labor problem is very much
reduced. If the hoppers are always kept suppHpd with grain there will be much
less danger of underfeeding and producing s ,. chickens. Water or sour milk
should be given daily in a clean dish. While _, d . -owth may be secured by * -d-
ing grain only from the hopper, better and n. ipid growth will be obta....a
if a moist mash is fed once during the day.

Try to keep your chickens roosting in the open air as long as possible. Be
careful, however, to note that the coops or houses which appeared to have plenty
of room early in the season are not overcrowded when the cliickens become more
mature. Never overcrowd, and clean coops or colony houses frequently. Never
house the birds in close, stuffy houses. If you do, they will be sure to go wrong,
become weak, and be of little or no value, either as breeders or egg producers. When
the portable hover is used in a colony house, the brooder is removed from the house
as soon as they can be weaned from the heat, and the chi '-ens roost in colony
houses until they are ready for market.

There are many advantages in using several small movable colony houses for
rearing chickens.

(1) There is no loss of time in teaching the chicks to go from a small coop
to a larger one. Movable brooders are used inside the house, and when no more
heat is required these are taken out. About this time, low, flat perches are put
in the house; the chicks soon commence perching, and thus prevent crowding.
One hundred chicks can be put in a house. This house will accommodate fifty
chickens of about four or five pounds weight ; or until large enough to be fattened
or put into laying quarters. Usually some birds are sold as broilers, hence there
is not much overcrowding.

(2) The chickens can be reared on a portion of the farm where a full crop,
as well as a crop of chickens, can be grown. This usually means new land each
season for the cjiickens, which in turn means stronger and better birds reared
with less grain. It also may mean the destniction of many injurious insects. We
use the corn fields, pasture fields, and orchards, or any similar condition under
which a crop of chickens and an additional crop can be obtained from the land
during the same season. Chickens grown on the same land year after year do not
thrive as well as those grown on new ground each year.

(3) Should the chickens at any time become destructive they can be moved.
We have raised chickens in tomato fields, and if they develop the habit of destroy-
ing ripe tomatoes, all that is necessary to avoid further trouble is to shut the
chickens in at night, and next day draw the house to a new field and open the
door. The chickens will come home to the colony house to roost.

(4) Where there has been considerable grain shelled on the field during
harvest, the chickens can be easily moved to the field, and there they will gather
the grain.

(5) Any vermin that might worry the chickens at night can be easily kept out
by shutting the door.

iiJ
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(6) Durn.g raiii.y or bad Nveatlicr, tlie chickens have a place for shelter. This
IS very important early in the spring and late in the fall.

Cost of Rearing.

fiel 1 ^^'nw n"'
''''"^^'

•^'^

''f
P '" ""'''^ '''°"^ "^ t''« ^'^^1^ Sro^^n in the pasture

fie d and of those grown .n the on.hard. The chickens in the pasture field werehatched durmg the first two weeks in May. Three hundred and fortv-five Wrdswere grown to maturity or to a size suitable for fattening. We bcMn" to removehe eoekere s from the field to the fattening pens on August Soth: The pXand cockerels held as breeders were all taken from the field by the a-iul of OctoberThe breeds reared were Orpingtons, Wyandottes, PI vmouth' Rocks, Loahorn. etc'Ihey consumed I.."].)! lbs. „f gr.i,,: of this about one-third would be°drv ma'h
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Fig. 48.—Producing Two Crops in One Season—Apples and Chickens.

nearly 300 lbs. chick-feed, and the balance-wheat, corn and hulled oats~in the
propor ion of two and a half-two and one. There was five per cent, of beef scrap
added to the dry mash. The birds were weighed when taken from the field, weigh-
ing 3,341 lbs., or one pound of chicken representing 3.2 lbs. of grain. Some°of
the breeding cockerels weighed over seven pounds, and the Leghorn pullets did
to teed Leghorns. Minorcas, or birds of similar character. The*e breeds make
a three and one-half pound weight, or when they would fatten most econnniicallv

Ihe chickens reared in the orchard varied more in age. The first wen> hutched
on the 2otli of April, and the last on July 6th. Most of the birds were hatched
in May. ^^e sold 218 as broilers from this lot during Julv. The later cockerels
were removed to the fntteu n<r crates as was done with those grown in the pasture
held. Most of the pullets were taken out about the 1st of October, and bv the
1st of November practically all had been removed, witli the exception of about
100; these were cockerels held as breeders, and the .Tuly chicks.

We raised in the oniiard 733 chickens at a cost of 8.G19 Ib-^ of crnin 4
iwuiul of chicken e(iualled 3.31 Ihs. grain, or nearly the same as the im.sture "field
chickens.
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The figures mean that a fanner can, in his fields, raise a four-pound cockerel
for 13 or U lbs. of grain. This amount of grain, at $30 per ton, would be worth
twenty-one cents. The cockerel would sell in the market for at least forty cents,
and. if fattened, would be worth sixty cents. The data vj have on hand would

%(>,.
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Fig. 49. Colony Houses used for Rearing Cliicks. Artichokes growing as
Sliade for the Cliickens.

indicate that it (wts about five to seven cents oacli to hatch the above bird.-;, that
is figuring eggs, oil and lo.^.^es. Several years' figures show that 4 lbs. of grain
will pniducc n pound of gain in live weight.

FATTE.VIXG CITICKKXS.

TJie .^oiling of lean cliickciis i.- wastel'i:!, to say tin' IcM'.^t. Much more intt-re.'^t

is being taken in thi.'^ branch of the industry year by year, and in districts wliere
buyers discriminate in prices between the" well-fini.^hcd and thin chickens, the
progress has been very pleasing. There are many buyers who now pav a prcinium
for good chickens. The demand for home consumption lias increased to such an
extent that the supply falls far short, and more than one wholesale dealer in our
largo cities is fattening the thin chickens sent to market. Some of the dealers
have liuiMings which they are using each year whore they are fattening hundreds
of birds weekly. They know that the farmer or grower can do this work l)etter

and more cheaply, but if he will persist in sending lean chickens to market, and
the consuming public demand fat chickens, .-ome one must suppiv the demand.
Some dealers have been trying the proposition in what might be termed a small
way during the past two or three years. The business has. as we understand, been
profitable, even where the milk was brought in by express and n hijrh rental paid
for the building used. Surely if the dealer can buy all the raw materials from
the farmer or grower and make a profit, the producer should do as well or better.

There is ordinarily from three to seven cents a pound difference in the price
paid for well-fleshed or fattened birds, to that paid for birds just off the ran,"e

or fields. This means a difference of from fifteen to thirty-five cents on a five-

pound chicken, depending upon the quality. Xot only does the feeder make upon
the gain made while the chicken ie being fattened, hut the original weight is in-

11
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creased in value In- the improvement in quality. There is always a market for
goods of prime quality, and the poor quality goes at begging prices when the supply
is great.

It is not difficult to produce good chickens. Like other lines of live stock,
th

,
scrub sort are not desirable. Good, thrifty cockerels, either pure-bred, crosses,

or grades of such breeds as Rocks, Orpingtons, Wyandottes, Rhode Island Reds,
Game, Dorking, etc., make economical gains. It is usually not very profitable
to feed Leghorns, Minorcas, or birds of a similar character. These breeds make
medium broilers, but rather poor roasters. The birds usually make the greatest
gain when about three to four months of age, or at a weight of three and onc-lialf
to four pounds. Should the market demand a chicken of more than five and one-half
pounds in weight, then it will be required to allow the birds to range longer, and
the gain, in our experience, vill be hardly as profitable, unless the price"paid is

higher, at least one cent per pound.

The average hirds make the most economical gains during the first two weeks
of feeding. It does not pay to feed longer than three weeks, unless one is pre-
paring birds for a specially select trade paying fancy prices.

Chickens ca'n be taught to eat by lamplight, and where one's time during day-
time is otherwise occupied, this feature is very convenient. After November 1st,

or even earlier, we feed but few chickens during daylight. They are generallv
fed twice each day, and not more each time than they will consume quickly.

Construction of Fattening Crates.

Fattening crates are usually made 7 ft. G in. long, 18 to 20 in. high, and 18 in.

wide. The crate is divided into three compartments, each holding from four to
five birds, according to the size of the chicken.

The crate is made of slats, except the ends and partitions between the compart-
ments, which are solid wood ; those on the top, bottom and hack running length-
wise of the coop, while those on the front run np and down. The slats are usually

IVL' inches wide and % inches thick. Those in front are placed two inches apart
to allow the chickens to put their heads through for feeding. The slats on the
bottom are placed about % in. apart, so as to admit of the droppings passing
through to the ground. Care should be taken not to have the first bottom slat

at the back fit too closely against the back. An opening between the first slat and
the back prevents the droppings from collecting and decomposing. The slats on
the top and back are usually two inches apart.

There is a small V-shaped trough arranged in front of the coop for feeding
and watering the rfiickens. This trough is from two to three inches deep and is

generally made of % in. lumber.

"Very fair coops may be made from old packing boxes, by taking off the front
and bottom, and substituting slats in their places. (See Fig. 50.) During warm
weather these crates may be placed out of doors. They need to be protected from
the rain, which is easily accomplished by placing a few boards over them. In
cold weather the crates should be placed in a hnn.ie or shod where they are pro-

tected from raw, cold winds. When fattening chickens inside of a building, it is

well to darken the building and keep the birds as quiet as possible.

After each lot of birds is killed, we paint the crates with some liquid lice-

killer. Coal-oil and carbolic acid is very good. Use one gallon of coal-oil to

one pint of crude acid. We have used some of the prepared mixtures with good
results. If the birds (bought from different parties) are very lousy when put up.
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they should be well dusted with sulphur or good insect powder. The birds should
be watered at least twice every day in warm weather. Grit should be given them
twice 8i WGB&a

During the first week feed lightly—never quite all the birds will eat We
prefer feeding twice a day during the entire feeding period. Chickens weighing

ii

Fig. 50. Showing a Single Crate or Coop.

from three to three and one-half pounds each that are thrifty and of good breed-
ing appear to be the most profitable for feeding. Large chickens, weighing from
five to- SIX pounds, gain less and eat more than the smaller ones.

Should a bird become sick while in the crate we find that if it is given a tea-
spoonful of salts and turned out on a grass run it will usually recover.

1 1

Crammikg Machine.

The crammer consists of a food reservoir, to *he bottom of which is attached
a small force-pump moved by a lever and treadle, A^hich is worked by the foot of
the operator.

Communicating with the pump is a nozzle, through which the food pa«es to
the bird.

"A" is the food reservoir; «B" the pump; "E» the pump rod; «0" the
lever, which on being depressed at the lettered end causes the pump rod " E "

to
which It 18 attached, to move downwards, and to eject the contents of the pumpB out of nnz7.1. « K." On relieving the pressure at " » the lever and the
parts connected therewith are drawn up by the spring " C " until the motion is
arrested by a stop " M," which serves to determine the quantity of food elected
at each depression of the treadle.

The charge may also be varied by arresting the pressure at any point in the
downward thrust of the lever " 0."

The illustration (Fig. 51) shows one method of operating with.this crammer
and this plan is now largely followed in some parts of Sussex, England.

I!
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Kind of Food Used ix Cramming Machine.

Not all kinds of food can be used in the machine. The food must be in a

,emi-liquid condition in order to pass through the machine This n^ece*«tate«

the use of some kind of grain that will stay in suspension in the milk beef broth

or whatever liquid is used in mixing the grain. Finely ground oats, with the

Fig. 51. Cramming Machine for Forced Feeding of Chickens. Turkeys, etc.

hulls removed, or shorts, answer the purpose well. We use almost entirely the

former food. Grains, like corn^hop or barley-meal, are not suitable.

The food is mixed to the consistency of ordinary gruel, or until it drips from

the end of a stick.

Will it Pay to Buy a Cramminq Machine?

For the ordinary person we think not. First-class chickens may be had by

feeding in the crate from the trough only; indeed, we have had equally fleshy

birds that have been fed for four weeks from the trough as where we have fed them

two weeks from the trough and one week from the machine.

Where on^ has a special trade for high-class poultry we are of the opinion

that a more uniform product can be secured by using the machme. Machine-fed

HlruUl realize at least one cent more per pound than trough-fed birds m

order to pav for the extra labor, etc.
.„ , u i^ •*

Birds that are fairly well fleshed when put into the crate will do better, if

put at once on the machine, instead of being crate-fed first.

Crate Feeding vs. Loose Pen Fattening of Chickens.

The term " fattening of chickens " has been in use for some time, out it does

not exactly convey the meaning intended by the feeders of chicken». Ihe object
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18 to make the chickens more flesliy, with just sufficient fat to make the chicken
cook well. The chickens are not intended to be abnormally fat, yet at the same
tune they carry considerable fat well intermixed with lean meat.

We have for a number of years conducted experiments with chickens in crates
and in loose ens. We have tried about six different feeders and the results vary
With some feeders we had equally as good results with birds in crates as with them
la loose pens. We have had two feeders in particular who could not feed birds
to advantage m loose pens as compared with crate?. We have had one feeder who
could get slightly better returns in some eases, not all, with birds in pens as com-
pared with crates.

In speaking to the buyers of chickens, the majority of them seem to think
that the crate-fed birds are much superior to those fed in loose pens. Personally,
we would prefer feeding birds in crates, for the reason that it takes less room,
and we believe that we can feed them with less expenditure of labor and get a more
even product. There are now many people who can get good results from feeding
birds in box stalls, etc. No matter which method is followed, cockerels should be
fed for two weeks or more before they are killed and sold.

How TO Feed.

We receive a number of inquiries as to how we feed the birds that are being
fattened. Most inquirers wish to know the exact amount fed each day.

It will be noticed that we fed very lightly at the beginning—a very important
point—and that the amount was gradually increased until such times as the birds
refused to eat all that was given them. No feed was left in front of them longer
than ten minutes after it was placed in the trough. Any food left after such time
was removed.

Table showing amounts fed morning and evening to two lots of four birds
each. The first lot shows steady increase in amount fed, while the second shows
irregular increase. I ,

LOT No. 1 LOT No. 2

Dates
Mornine

Meal Milk

Evening

Meal Milk

Morning

Meal Milk

Evening

Meal MUk

Oct. 10
'• 11
" 12
" 13
" 14
" 15
" 16
" 17
" 18
" 19
" 20

" 22
" 23
" 24

5.0
6.0
7.0
7.0
7.5
7.75
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.5
11.0
11.25

oz. I oz.

7.5 "
9.0 "
10.5 "
10.5 •'

11.25 "
11.75 "
12.00 "
12.25 '
13.50 "
14.25 •'

15.00 "
15.50 '•

16.50 *•

16.75

4.5 (

5.5
6.5
7.0
7.0
7.5
7.75
8.25
8.75
9.25
9.75
10.25
10.75
11.25
12.00

6.25 oz.

8.25 "
9.75 "
10.5 '•

10.5 "
11.25 "
11.75 ••

12.00 "
13,00 "
14.00 "
15.75 "
15.25
16.00 "
16.75 "
18.00 "

5.0
6.5
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.5
8.0
8.0

10.0
10.0
9.0
10.0
10.0

oz 5.0 oz. 7.5 oz
7.5 •• 6.0 • 9.0 "
9.25 " 6.0 '

9.0 "
9.0 ' 5.5 ' 8.25 "
9.0 " 6.5 •

9.25 "
9.0 "

i
5.5 '

8.25 "
9.0 " 6.0 ' 9.0 "
9.25 " 7.0 • 10.5 "
12.0 " 8.0 ' 12.0 •
12.0 " 9.0 •

13.5 •
15.0 " 10.0 •'

15,0 •
15.0 '•

8.0 ••
13,0 '

13.5 " 9.0 " 13.5 ••

15.0 •• 8.0 " 12.0 •
15.0 " 10.0 "

15.0 "

It is difficult to give a ration suitable for fattening chickens and that meets
the requirements of every individual. Many of us have to use whatever foc^-
are available, and fo- that reason we are giving several rations that have workeu
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fairly well with us in a general way. It may be said that the grains in a ration

should be ground as finely as possible, and further, some grit should be fed to the

chickens at least once a week, and it is al'o desirable that the food should be

mixed to the consistency of a pancake batte.', so it will pour; and moreover, the

best results are secured when the food is mixed twelve hours previous to feeamg.

The best ration that we have yet used is one composed of two parts of finely

ground oats, two parts of finely ground buckwheat, and one of finely ground corn;

to this is added sufficient sour milk to make a batter or ordinarily about two to

two and one-half pounds of milk to one pound of grain. We have gotten very good

results from a ration composed of equal parts of corn meal, middlings, and buck-

wheat meal. Frequently barley meal can be substituted for the buckwheat, or cat

meal for the middlings. It is desirable, if possible, to aWays use milk, as much

better gains are made with it than any other food. Where milk is not available,

blood meal and beef scrap can be substituted, but we would not advise more than

tifteen per cent, of the grain ration to consist of these foods. We would adv.s^

soaking the blood meal or beef scrap in warm water for twelve hours previous to

being mixed with the grain. We have gotten better results in some cases and

equally as good in all cases by feeding any of the above mixtures cool or cold rather

than warni-that is to say there were no better gains made by keeping the food

at 70 or 80 degrees than at 35 or 40.

It is of the utmost importance that the birds be kept with keen appetites, as

a little over-feeding on the commencement usually means indifferent gains. One

should be careful to have the birds free from lice or other insects, and as far as

possible to keep them in a cool, comfortable place, rather secluded, so as not to be

disturbed by the visiting public or other chickens. The birds should be dusted

with a small amount of sulphur or other insect powder in order to keep the lice in

check. If the sulphur is used. too freely it produces a scaly ap (\irance on the

birds when dressed.

We have a surplus of cockerels each year over and above those required for

breeding purposes, and a number of these are fattened and killed; a few are sold

to farmers or breeders. Cull pullets are also fattened. A year or so ago we kep'

close record on our crate feeding work with the above-mentioned birds, and tl

showed very good returns. From September to December we put in the fat-

ing crates six hundred and twenty-six birds. The loss by death among these -as

two birds. The birds weighed (when brought in from the range, usually with

full crops) two thousand two hundred and thirty-three pounds. They were fed

from four days to three weeks before killing. We hoped to have fed tfienr all

three weeks, but at times the demand for dressed chickens required us to kill the

birds shortly after cooping.

Rations.

The main ration consisted of /ley meal, low-grade f.our, middlings and

buttermilk. Some other mixed grains were used and a littlu shredded wheat. Th'^

six hundred and twenty-six birds ate two thousand dnd fifty-seven pounds of

ground grain and four thousand pounds of milk.

Many farmers and others market their birds in a thin condition. We can.

for the time it takes to feed, clear out the pens, etc., make at least fifty cents per

hour over and above the cost of feed. We usually feed these birds by lamplight

at night, so that little valuable time is lost.
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Financial Statement or Fattening Chickens.

626 chickens weighing 2.283 lbs. at 8c. per lb., live weight $178 64
2.057 lbs. of grain at i < 50 per cwt 30 85
4,000 Iba. buttermilk at 10c. per cwt 4 00

Total cost $213 49

624 dresaed chlckena, bled and plucked, but undrawn, 2,358 lbs. at
12%c. per lb 294 76

Profit $81 26

Birds that are starved ready to kill shrink 12 per cent, by bleeding and loss

of feathers. We have figured frequently that the average profit per bird in three

weeks' feeding was about fifteen cents each; the above table shows nearly thirtcon

cents. The profit would have been somewhat higher if all the birds had been fed

at least two weeks.

During the fall of 1916 crate feeding was done l>y some students at the Col-

lege. These men were ine.xperienced, and their results could hardly be expected

to equal those of professional feeders. They fed seventy birds, composed of practi-

cally all breeds and varieties, both light and heavy, and both pure and crossed.

Their results were as follows:

—

70 chickens weighing 287 lbs. CV4 oz., at 14c. per lb., live weight.. $40 24
250 lbs. 5 oz. grain at $2.00 per cwt 5 01
390 lbs. 13 oz. buttermilk at 30c. per cwt 1 18

Total cost $46 43

70 chickens, bled and plucked, but undrawn, 317 lbs. 7 oz., at 20c.

per lb 63 50

Profit $18 07

These birds, when starved ready to kill, showed a shrink of 11.15 per cent,

in bleeding and plucking. The birds, while only fed for two weeks, still showed
a return of practically thirteen cents per bird per week, as in the former case.

They required 3.6 lbs. of grain for one pound of gain in flesh. As in the case

of past feeding trials, the light breeds, such as Leghorns, required from one and
one-quarter to one and one-half pounds more grain for a pound of gain than did

the heavier breeds. In respect to the profits, those from the heavier breeds were
practically double what the light breeds were.

Killing and Dressing Poultry.

All birds should be fasted for twenty-four hours before killing, and during
the period of fast given some water to drink. If this is not done, the food remain-
ing in the crop and intestines at the time bird is killed decomposes. As a result

of this decomposition of food in the digestive tract, strong-smelling gases are
liberated which taint the flesh of the bird, not only destroying the flavor, but very
much lowering its keeping qufilities.

All birds should be killed by bleeding, preferably through the mouth. This is

a very simple operation, and a little practice will ordinarily make one fairly handy
at this work. Two general positions for the bird during the operation are used.

The one is to place the bird on a padded bench or table, and the other is to hang
tbT bird up by the feec with a small rope or cord. For the average person the latter

method is to be preferred, as there is less danger of bruising or barking the skin
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tlian where the bird is King upon ?onie i*l)j'

fastened to a small rod or pole aud to tln'

2 in. X 3 in., as shown in Fig. 52. W here ii

Tlie one end of rope or cord niuy be

ther end attach a small bl ck about

ing the bird up, the end of the rope
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Fig. 52. A. Rop.! and block for

baiiRing bird uu with. B. Killing

knife. C. Blood .:an. D. Pinning
icnife.

Fig. 53. Killing and plucking cliitkens.

with block on i.s placed around the feet and the block dropped in between the bird's

feet and rope. This holds bird without tvinj:. and shoidd be so adjusted that bird's

feet are about on a level with the picker's shoulders.
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Fig 04. Cut showing location of veins and point for sticking brain.

For bleeding a sharp knife witii a l)lade about three inches in length will
answer. A regulation killing knife is shown in Fig. 52. To bleed, catch the
bird's head with the thumb and I'orelingtr just at tiie juncture of the neck and

Fig. 55. iileeding Operation.

head or at the ear-lobe*, as shmvn in Fig. 55. tlien with tlie tliird fuiger open
the cliicken's mouth. Next in.^^.'rt tlie knil'e nnd put down the throat practically
the length of the blade, then with the edge of tjlndc turncil down, mt rather heavily
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with a drawing stroke of the knife. The object is to sever the jugular veins at

the point where thty unite back of the head, as shown in Fig. 54.

The bird should bleed freely if the cut is made at the proper point. Next,

turn the blade of knife over and insert the point of blade in the slit or groove

in roof of mouth, as shown in Fig. 54, and then quickly push backward so as to

pierce the brain. If the back of the knife is kept on a line with and touching the

point of the bill, the blade will pierce the brain. One can tell when this is done

as the chicken will squawk. If the bird does not squawk the brain is not pierced,

which means tight feathers and hard picking. As soon as the sticking operations

are completed attach a blood-can to the lower bill. This catches the blood, thus

preventing it being thrown about, and the can being weighted tends to hold the

bird still. For a blood-can, any can which is small and to which a small hook

can be attached will answer the purpose. In Fig. 52 is shown a style of blood-can

which is used extensively in packing-houses. In this can the hook is solidly

Fig. 56. Showing a Number of Chickens in the Shaping Boards.

attached on the inside of the can near the handle. The weight in can is provided

in the form of three-quarter inch of lead in the bottom. Cement or a small stone

will answer the purpose equally as well.

The chicken should be plucked immediately, first removing the long wing

feathers and tail feathers, then each side of the breast, then the legs, and lastly

the back. Do not try to pull the feathers either forward or backward, but more

sideways or at an angle. The rough or coarse feathers should be removed in the

shortest time possible, as the more quickly the feathers are removed after sticking

the easier they will come and the less danger there is of tearing the skin. For

instance, in removing wing feathers grasp both wings in the left hand and the

feathers of both in the right, removing them all at one stroke of the right hand.

Next, raise the right hand to the tail, grasping all the feathers in the tail, and with

a slight twist remove with a second stroke of the right hand, and so on over the

different sections of the body. To remove the pin feathers use a dull, round-bladed
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knife, similar to an ordinary paring knife. (See Fig. 5-2.) Be careful not to
rub or bark the skin. This may be done very easily by rough handling, or by
placing the chicken in contact with coarse clothing, hence do not put chicken on
your lap to pluck it. If you should, unfortunately, tear the skin, hold the skin
at the torn part tightly to the body between the thumb and first finger, and then

.1 :;

Fig. 57. Cooling Rack.

Pig. 58.

remove the rough feathers near torn part. Anyone with a little practice can
remove the rough feathers in from three to five minutes. Expert pickers will
do it in from three-quarters of a minute to one minute.

The birds should be plucked clean, the blood washed from the head and out
of the mouth and the feet washed clean.

After the chicken has been plucked it should be placed on a shaping board, as

s«en in Fig. 66, or a cooling rack, Fig. 57. In the case of the shaping board, the

^t
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weight placed on the top of the chicken is n^ed to fiive it a compact appearance.

Tlic weight may lie of iron, as seen in the cut, or a brick may be used in it? place.

The cooling rack allows free circulation of air around the birds, resulting in more

rapid cooling, which on large packing plants is very important, and hence we find

the cooling rack in common use in such places.

Many good chickens are spoiled by being packed before they are thoroughly

cooled. Care should be taken that all the animal heat is out of the body before

the birds are packed. We find it advisable to cool the birds at least twelve hours

before packing them.

In packing birds for shipping, they should be packed in boxes holding one

dozen birds to the box. The size of the boxes varies with the grade or size of

chickens packed in them, but should be such that when chickens are packed they

are absolutely tight, so that there is no possibility of them shaking about, and

becoming bruised. The boxes are best made of basswood or similar wood, free

from odor, as otherwise the flesh of the birds will absorb the odor, thereby taint-

ing the flesh. The box is lined with parchment paper, and. if the chickens are

to be shipped a long distance, each bird is wrapped in parchment. This prevents

the chickens bruising each other, and, at tiie same time, to a considerable extent,

checks decomposition. Do not use ordinary wrapping paper, as it draws damp-

ness and will cause the chickens to become clammy, which makes them more or

less unsaleable. Fig. 58 shows one method of packing in common use, and is

termed the " side pack," i.e., the birds are so placed in box as to show the entire

side.

The dimensions of some of the boxes are : for liroilers, weighing about twenty-

fonr pounds per dozen, 16 in. x 15 in. x 3',o in. inside. Tliis is where they are

packed in single layer, with the breasts up and the legs extended. For chickens

weighing thirty-six to forty-two pounds j'er dozen, a box 23 in. x 15', j in. x 4 in.

inside would do. One dozen roasters, weighing four to four and one-half pounds

each, a box 32 in. x 19 in. x 4 in. inside. For heavy roasters, weighing five to five

and one-half pounds each and packed single layer, a box 33 in. x 20 in. x 4*4 in-

inside measurement. The material used varies in thickness from one-quarter mch

for sides, bottom, and top, and one-Iialf inch for ends in the smallest size boxes to

one-half inch for sides, top and bottom, and seven-eighths inch ends in the largest

boxes.

(The writers wish to acknowledge the use of "Poultry Packers' Guide" in

preparation of box dimensions above stated, for which credit is hereby given.)

•It

POULTHY AND EgGS FOR MaKKET.

Th<; profit for poultry and eggs depends upon the cost of production and the

selling price. Some excel as producers and otiicrs in the disposal of the pr .(uct.

The variation in the prices realized by the producers in the many markets of the

province, and at times the margin between what (be producer leceivcs and the con-

sumer pay^ makes one consider what is wrong with the marketing system.

Our market conditions change annually, and at times weekly, if not dailj*.

We are now exporting eggs ; the demand is great, l lie prices good, and furthermore,

the home consumption is said to have increased. People are eating more eggs

each year. These factors go to make a healthy condition. There can be no doubt

but eggs and poultry arc placed on the market in better condition each year, which

means more money to the producer and Iietter satisfaction to the consumer, and

in turn the consumption is increased. We are doing l)otter, but could do more.

It is our duty as good citizens to produce many more eggs and meat to assist the
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Mother Country. Those of us wlio cannot go to the war should do our best to
produce as much produce as possible and get it to the consumer or cold storage
quickly. °

In the producing sections situated away from the centres of consumption
the selling of the produce for its value is a problem. There are two things that
would assist in solving this problem. One would be for the buyer, whether dealer
or grocer, to buy the produce on the quality payment basis; and the other is sell-
ing through co-operative organizations. Which is the better method depends
entirely on local circumstances. A co-operative society situated away from lar<re
local markets, when well managed, should be the better method; on the other hand
payment on the basis of quality is simple and just. These problems can be best
solved by the producer and dealer getting together. Co-opeiati\e buying and sell-
ing is the ideal method, but everybody must work together and stay with associa-
tion. It is seldom that a co-operative society or joint stock company does not
have poor years and unsatisfactory conditions. Success depends on united effort.

14

i i

Fig. 59 A. Fig. 59 B.
Showing Good (A) and Poorly-fleshed (B) Birds.

There appears to be a general idea that tiie shell of an egg protects the con-
tents against all kinds of germs and weather; that the outside of the shell may be
filthy, but that the interior is not in the least affected by tlie filth on the outside.

There is nothing more disgusting than at the breakfast table to break a bad
egg. No more eggs are wanted for days, perhaps for weeks, and consequently
egg consumption decreases; or eggs are looked upon as a doubtful source of food.
Many bad eggs are due to ignorance on the part of the producers and consumers,
and many dealers are as careless in their methods.

The shell of an egg is porous, or is full nf vorv small b.oles. The c<f<r is de-
signed to hatch a chick. The chick under favorable conditions grows inside the
shell, and finally bursts it open. The holes in tlio shell supply the chick with air
88 it grows, also allows the bad air to escape. Science has proved this, but we
have ample illustration in practical work. Eggs that become badly smeared with
broken eggs in the nest during incubation usually rot, owing to the breathing holes
becoming plugged or blocked by the broken egg content. Greased eggs will not
hatch for the same reason ; and we might mention several other examples.
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Knowing that the shell is porous, we can readily understand how minute

animal or plant life, or germs, may enter the eggs. Let us take a common case

of mouldy or musty eggs. Frequently the paper fillers of egg boxes will become

damp due to the boxe? being left in a shower of rain or something of the kind.

The fillers are only slightly damp, and we think they will do. If no eggs are put

in the boxes, and the boxes with fillers are set aside for, say, a week or so, when

they are opened they smell n.usty, and if the fillers are examined we will see slight

developments of moulds hero and there. Now in cases where eggs are put in such

fillers they soon become masty, and when they are left in for some timt they become

mouldy, not only on the outside of the shell, but on the inside as well. The writers

have taken clean eggs on the day they were laid, and put them in dry paper boxes

which were slightly mouldy, and set them aside in a dry cellar for a period of a

few weeks, and at the end of this time many of the eggs had well-developed mould

on the inside of the shell.

Alany eggs are spoiled by being partially incubated. Most people believe that

an egg must be set under a hen, or put in an incubator before it will start to hatch.

Eggs will start to hatch at less than 90 deg. of heat. Many eggs are submitted

to this or higher temperatures for several hours, if not days, before reaching the

consuming public. When the germ inside the egg commences to develop, the

edible qualities of the egg are lessened, or the egg goes off flavor. Eggs may be

kept at an incubating temperature for a day, when the chicks will start growing;

next day the temperature may be so low that the chick is killed, and from that

point decomposition begins, possibly slowly, but, nevertheless, the egg is gradually

going bad.

There are almost innumerable ways in which eggs may start hatching during

the summer, such as forgetting to gatiier the eggs daily, and leaving some under

broody hens over night, leaving them exposed to the sun or in warm rooms, stores,

cars, etc., or even in the kitchen cupboards.

No one can guarantee eggs to their customers during warm weatlier unless

the males are removed from the flock. Unfertilized eggs are essential. We may
at home take every precaution, but who knows where or how the cook may keep
those eggs, even after they have passed from the dealer's hands. The allowing of

males to run with the hens all summer costs the Ontario growers a large sum of

money. The writers have stood by candlers in a large packing aouse, and saw
over twenty of the thirty dozen eggs in a case that were more or less incubated,

most of the eggs being about forty-eight hours on in incubation. The dealer is

thus foced to make prices to meet this shrinkage; at times the public may get
" bargain " eggs.

filthy eggs, or even washed eggs, may be decomposed or rendered useless from
the germs in the filth on the eggs. Washed eggs, if used immediately, art: good,

but they deteriorate very quickly after washing.

FLAvon OP Eaas.

Many of us forget that eggs will absorb odors. They will not absorb odors

as readily a? milk, but, at the same time, care snould be taken in keeping the

storage room for eggs free of strong odors. For instance, to put eggs alongside

of onions, turnips, or similar strong smelling foods would mean that the eggs would

absorb more or less of these flavors.

Again, the food that a hen consumes very materially affects the flavor of the

eggs. This can be very easily demonstrated by feeding mostly scorched grain,
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or giving large quantities of pulped onions in a mash food. One demonstration
wiU convince anyone that eggs have been scorched, or taste of onions no matter
how cooked.

When hens get but little grain food during the summer and are forced to
hunt for their living over manure piles, and catch insects, the yolk will become
almost red in color. These eggs make the consumer remark that winter eggs taste
better than summer eggs. Frequently feeding as above produces a thin, watery
white, and the egg has not only a bad flavor, but has poor keeping qualities, and,
moreover, is little better, if as good, as a fair pickled or cold storage egg.

Market Terms Used. A new-laid egg means an egg that is Under five days
of age, or at least not over one week old. It should be clean, and the boxes should
be clean.

Fresh eggs are very very hard to define. With some they mean eggs from one
day to three weeks or even more of age, while with others they mean eggs just out
of cold storage.

There are several other market terms, such as pickled, held, etc., which are
used mostly by the dealers, and need no explanation here.

:

i *3 ;
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STANDARDS FOR CANADIAN EGGS ADOPTED BY THIRD ANXU.\L
CONVENTION CANADIAN PRODUCE ASSOCIATION,

GuELPH, January 11 and 13, 1915.

(Revised at the Fifth Annual Convention. Montreal, February 6th and 7th, 1917.)

Classes and Obades.

StoraBe. Cracked and Dirties.
Classes

—

Oradea—
Fresh Gathered.

$!DeclaIs

Extraa
No. I's

No. 2's

Extras
No. I's

No. 2'8
No. I's

No. 2'8

Allowance for deterioration In transit 10 per cent., but none bad, i.e eggs should
trade at point of delivery 90 per cent, of grade named at point of shipment.

DEFiNmoN OF Grades.

Specials—Vgga of uniform size weighing over 25 ozs. to the dozen or over 47 lbs.
net to the 30 doz. case; absolutely clean, stronE and sound in shell; air cell small, not
over 316 of an inch In depth; white of ejtg to be firm and cle^r and yolk dimly visible-
free from blood clots.

Extras—Eggs of good size, weifthlng at least 24 ozs. to the dozen or 45 lbs. net to
the 30 dozen case; clean; sound In shell; air cell less than % inch in depth; white of
egg to be firm and yolk slightly visible.

No. rs—Eggs weighing at least 23 ozs. to the dozen or 43 lbs. net to the 30 doz
case: clean; sound In shell; air cell less than Vi inch in depth; white of egg to be
reasonably Arm; yolk may be quite visible but mobile, not stuck to the shell or
seriously out of place; cell not necessarily stationary.

No. 2's—Eggs clean; sound in shell; may obtain weak, watery eggs and eggs with
heavy yolks, and all other eggs sound In shell and fit for food.

Deflnltions of grades in class "Cracked and Dirties" to be same as for grades In
Fresh Gathered class, except that the terms referring to soundness and cleanness are
not to apply.

To measure accurately the depth of the air cell the following method must b«
adopted. Measure from the points indicated by the arrows.

It
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Pullet Eggs.—Eggs which hav' the quality of Specials and Extras, but which fall

short in weight, shall be known a Pullet SpeciaU, or Pullet Extras, providing they
weigh at least 23 ozs. to the doz., or 3 lbs. net to the 30 doz. case in the instance of the

former, and 20 ozs. to the doz., or ST'/^ lbs. net to the 30 doz. case, in the instance of

the latter.

Whehe ANb How TO Keep Egos.

The uests in which the hens lay should be clean. These usually need cleaning

monthly. The best material we have used for nests is shavings.

Eggs should be gathered twice each day, and placed in clean basket, pails, etc.

The room should be cool, not higher than 60 degrees if possible, and it should

be dry. A cool, dry cellar will answer nicely.

The dirties, small, extra large, and found nests of eggs should not be sold.

Use them at home. The large ones break in shipping and the smalls and dirties

are not wanted on the market. These sell the good eggs at poor prices.

Where one is trying to supply private customers, or a select wholesale trade,

it is wise to stamp the eggs with your own initials, or the name of your farm.

This is some guarantee to the buyer.

i

Neveii Try to Deceive the Dealer.

You may sell bad eggs to the grocers, but the honest people in the district

do not get full value for their good eggs.

Fig, 61. The Egg Tester.

1. Egg-testing box.

2. Hole through which light shines and before which egg is held to be tested.

3. Chimney.
4. nettle of water placed between light and No. 2.

5. Reflector to be placed behind light.

An ordinary lamp or electric light Is placed In the box so that the light shines

through No. 2. The bottle of water condenses the light, which makes the testing of

eggs a comparatively simple matter.

TST
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AbrMO Urn thui } iacfc ta 4q>th, y«ik
TiltiM* tetmoM*. aad white

M«jr iwrn«M*k Milvi^ white (• Jndiaitetf
hr tuwfall Mr tdtriiM at A),

Wg. 60.—<}radefl of Fresh gathered egg8.
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Some people hold their September and Early October eggs, and then ship

them later in the year to a dealer as fresh eggs. They, of course, expect the top

price for new laids. Please do not believe you can deceive the dealer. By candling

the eggs, which he always does, he cau tell fairly close what your eggs are like as to

age, etc.

Do not sell infertile eggs that are removed from the incubators as being good

eggs or good food.

Do not allow the male bird to run with the hens after June 1st.

Do not keep the eggs in damp or musty cellars, boxes, or baskets.

Do not leave the eggs sitting in the sun, and if your grocer keeps eggs in his

fctore window in which the sun shines, please ask him to remove them, unless he

wishes to hatch chickens.

Do net sell eggs from found nests.

Practically all dealers have now agreed to pay for eggs according to quality.

If your dealer pays as much for all kinds of eggs as he does for your good, clean,

large sized, non-fertile eggs we will try to put you in touch with dealers who buy

on a quality basis.

Kill the looster after June 1st.

Cakdlino Eoos.

Eggs are candled very easily. See Fig. Gl. A new-laid egg, when held be-

tween the eye and the' light, has a clear appearance, the yolk is practically invisible,

and the air cell is about the size of a five-cent piece.

^Ig. 68. Two types of commercial
egg candles.

Unless the eggs are put in pickle or held in cold storage, the air cell gradually

increases in size, and the yolk becomes visible.

Cold storage and pickled eggs may have small air cells, but the yolks are

conspicuous.

Fig. 62 i? a photograph ot a new-laid egg. It will be noticed that all por-

tions of the egg are similar in appearance. There is a very small air cell at the

large end of the egg which does not show in the pI\oto : tliis air space is not larger

than a five-cent piece.
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Fig. 62.
Fig. 63.

Pig. 64. Fig. 65.

Us. M. Fig. 67.
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Fifi. 03 i* a photograph of a lu-ld t-gjr, or one that is suitable for Imking pur-

poses, but not for boiliug or packing. Notice that the yolk is conspicuous and

the air s^pace is very large. Pickled eggs usually show a conspicuous yolk but a

small air space. Eggs that are two weeks of age usually show the yolk, and have

an air space about the size of a twenty-five cent piece.

Figs. 64, 65, 66 and 67 are photographs of what the .ealers terra " spots,"

as they show various growths of moulds in the egg. Tliese eggs are not rotten^

but when opened smell musty. The mouldy portions are usually easily seen.

POULTRY HYGIENE AND SANITATION.

There is very great doubi in the minds of the writers of the advisability of

"doctoring" sick chickens. The unit of production (the individual bird) is so-

small that if a man's time is worth anything it will not pay him unles^s he con-

siders the bird especially valuable. The" cured" bird will always remain a menace

to the flock, and with the slightest adverse conditions will show a return of the

disease. Disease of any kind usually weakens 'the constitution of the individual,

and hence lowers their breeding value. In such simple diseases as indigestion,

colds, etc., where the greater part of the flock is affccte<l and the flock can be

treated as a unit, treatment is, no doubt, advisable. Where the birds are kept

for the production of eggs and meat only, the hatchet will be found the safest and

most effective method of treatment for individuals.

Prevention is better than cure, and every effort on the part of the poultry

keeper should be exerted to maintain such environmental and sanitary conditions

as to prevent disease gaining a foothold in the flock.

The stock which is used for breeding purposes should be selected first for

constitutional vigor, as this is the foundation upon which the breeder niu>t build

future success. Discard A\\ birds which have at any time been sick, and cull very

closely birds which, as chicks, were raised in closely confined quarters.

The housing of the birds is very important in the j)revention of disease

Abundance of fn-h air and sunlight in the house, without draughts or dampness,

will do much in maintaining a healthy flock. Houses must be kept sanitary by

frcqiient removal of droppings and litter, as the latter becomes soiled. At least once

during the year, preferably about the month of August, the house should be

thoroughly cleaned and disinfected. All movable fittings, as nests, hoppers, and

roosts may be removed from pen to facilitate cleaning. Thoroughly scrape drop-

p;i)g-boards. if used: remove all litter from floor, and then brusli down ceiling

and" walls with a broom. The house is now ready to be disinfected. The writers

find it advisable to apply a coat of whitewash to all pens once a year to brighten

and help cleanse the pens. They have also-found it most economical to combine

the whitewashing and disinfecting processes by adding the disinfectant to the

whitewash. The whitewash is made by slacking fresh stone lime and adding suffi-

cient water to dilute to a creamy mixture. To this is added ten to fifteen per cent,

of crude carbolic acid f>r some of the tarry compounds used for disinfecting pur-

poses, and the whole applied with a hand spray pump. A pump capable of develop-

ing a fair amount of p-essureis desirable, as it forces the solution into all cracks

and crevices about the 'uilding. Applying with a whitewash brush is not to be

recommended, as there is not sufficient penetration. Such materials as salt and

cement, which are used by some to give sticking power to the wash, are not here
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J""'- "movable fittings are In^.t treated l.y dipping in golu-.on of the wash or may be sprayed, but the dipping .« to be preferred. lie Tureto strain all whitewash before using in spray pump

o keep t clean and sanitar.v. Cnst^nt ranging over a piece of hmd l.y bird, tends

L the r„.d 'r\""'^r^ t"
^;"'^^'-''-''-" '^''- '--vier the .oil the more .-rious

.8 the trouble. A.m to cultivate the run or yard at lea.<t once in the vear and grow
a crop of gram or rape on it. This tends to cleans, the .oil of droppings a.nl atthe same time produces succulent green feed for the birds

The food mu.«t be closely attended to and no food given the birds whir', isnuisty or inouldy or where putrefaction has started. Only the purest and mostwho esome foods should be used, as there is not only the ill-effect on the health of
the l)irds, but seriously affects the produce from the flo^k.

Exercise is very essential to health, and this applies" to chickens just as mu.h
as to other classes of stock. This is very important in the winter months, especially
If one wishes to secure good hatches of strong, vigorous chicks

Tn case of sickness, isolate all sick birds from the Hock and either treat or
destroy. All dead birds should be disposed of by l.urjing deeply (two to three
feet) or burned; the latter is the safer method of disposal

ihrJ"%l!!''^
""' ''"'"^ *?''**"'* '''"' *'™'"' ''"^'' «^' l''* " unites, will not

thr ve. If the vermin are not kept under control they will in time become so bad
a.s to seriously lower the vitality of the birds, thus rendering them more susceptible

POULTRY DISKASKS.

It is seldom that the external symptoms are so .troiijrh marked as to present
conclusive proof of the type of disease affecting the bird orflock. It i- therefore
necessary to conduct a post-mortem examination of diseased specimen^ This is
easily done. Place the dead bird on its back on a table or bench, and Unread the
egs apart pressing them down flat on the table. Open the bodv of the bird iu«tback of the point of the keel bone, after which cut the ribs along both .i.le' of
the body up to the front of the keel. Next, take hold of the back point of kc-ol
raise it and bend it forward with sufficient force to break the remaining attach-ment at the tore part of the body, l,eing careful not to disturb the internal organs
It will now be possible to view the liver, heart, gizzard, and a po.Mon of the intes-
tines before moving any of the organs. Next, raise the liver and gizzard, placin-
them to one side. The gall bladder and spleen will be noticed on the under «ide
of the liver, while the lungs will be found forward and closely attached to the back
along the ribs. The moving of the gizzard will di^lose the intestinal tract which
if removed, will reveal in females the ovaries an,l oviduct. Examination 'of ea. 'i

organ should be made and the condition notod, the extomal symptoms being also
considered in determining the nature of the disease present. While this examina-
tion may indicate the presence of a certain disease, one cannot be absolutely certain
without a bacteriological examination.

Tuberculosis. This disease is very widely distributed throughout the
Dominion of Canada. In some sections flock infections are much more seriou«
than in others. Practically all classes of birds, with the exception of ducks have
been known to contract the disease. It is found, however, chiefly confined to' adult
birds. Very rarely, if ever, is it found in young chicks.
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For a complete description of this disease, its dissemination and control, the

reader is referred to Bulletin 193, '" Tulierculosis of Fowl," by S. F. Edwards,
M.S., formerly Professor of Bacteriology a: the Ontario Agricultural College. This
bulletin may be secured from the Ontario Dipartment of Agriculture, Par. lament
Buildings, Toronto.

Blackhead.—This is a contagious disease affecting turkeys and fowl. It is

quicker acting and more often fatal in the former than in the latter. It affects

the liver and intestines, especially the blind pouches or ceca of the latter. In many
Kctions of the country, where once turkeys were grown extensively, they are now
seldom ever seen, due to the presence of this disease.

Young turkeys from two weeks to three or four months old are most frequently

affected by the disease. The affected birds become mopy and show loss of appetite.

In the more advanced stages the wings droop, and the head assumes a darkened

or black appearance. Post-mortem examination will reveal enlarged and con-

gested condition of the ceca with cheesy matter, while the liver will show the de-

velopment of yellowish spots, which are slightly depressed in the centre.

Treatment of diseased birds has never proven successful. Preventive measures

to control the outbreak and spread of the disease should be adopted. If purchas-

ing birds or eggs for hatching be sure they come from healthy stock. Wipe hatch-

ing eggs with cloth wet in 80 to 90 per cent, alcohol and hatch in incubator if

possible. Bearing on fresh ground, keeping old or wild birds away, disinfecting

houses, etc., frequently, and killing and burning all diseased birds will do much
to control attack of the flock. Some maintain that the use of an acid-drinking

solution, such as sour milk or buttermilk, will assist in preventing the spread of

the disease. If the milks are not available the addition of one dessertspoonful

of muriatic or hydrochloric acid to one gallon of drinking water will accomplish

the same purpose. It is now believed by some that the disease can be largely con-

trolled by close regulation of the ration to prevent over-feeding during the first

ten weeks of the young poult's life.

White Diarrha:a of Chicks. When chicks are about twenty-four to ninety-six

hours old they resemble each other very much in appearance, with the exception

that we have noticed that hen-hatched chickens and chickens hatched in moist

incubators were longer in the down, or looked larger and fluffier. The trouble

generally begins about the fifth day. Some of the chicks will have a thin, white

discharge from the vent; the chick is not active, and has a sleepy look; also the

head appears to settle back towards the body. One thinks the chick is cold or in

great pain. Some of the chicks get in the warmest spot under the hover; others

have intense thirst. The white discharge from the vent is not always present.

The chicks may die in large numbers between the fifth and tenth days, or there

may be a gradual dropping off each day until they are six weeks of age. The

disease kills some quickly; others linger for a week or more. A few chicks appear

to recover, but seldom, if ever, make good birds. They are small, unthrifty, and

are good subjecta for roup or any other epidemic.

To the ordinary observer a post-mortem examination may reveal any or all

of the following conditions: The lungs will usually show small white spots in

them. These are generally quite hard and cheesy. These spots are not always

present, but from our examination I would judge they are in fifty per cent, of

the cases. Some lungs have no white spots, but are red, sometimes fleshy. These,

in our experience, are not very common, unless the chickens are chilled. The

yolk is often hard and cheesy. It varies greatly—some yolks are of a gelatinous

nature or almost like the white of the eggs; others are hard and cheesy and very

yellow in color, sometimes these are greatly inflamed; other yolks appear like a
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cmtard that has curdled, and they uMially have a very offensive o.lor. The ceca
or blind intestine, is frequently tilled with a checsv sui.gtance

The white spots in the chicks' lungs are generally consnlered to 1« due to the

TrZjLlTT vT^^-
.'^^'' '""y "^ '" '^' ^«^^' °' ">«^« ^">'l"""tlv comesfrom mouldy feed or litter. It is much more troublesome in dam,., dull leatherwhen the chicks are most inclined to stav under or near the hover

n.^i^^f'"*!"'^''',
^

f^"*»«'«"»
^'sease o^ Poultry which u.uallv affects those

Sri°K- ?' r /""^ face which are bare of feathering. The disease seldom
affects birds which are not fully mature. It usually appears as warty nodules
cattered over the face and alK,ut the eyes and mouth and over the comb,^a« .shownm I-ig. 70. In advanced stages of the disease other parts of the body may .howdevelopment of the nodules. ' ^

The disea«. spreads rapidly from contact. Wild birds and parasites mav
serre as carrying agents, and thereby assist in spr,,';, ,r ft among the Ilock.

'''%i'w'i';rw^rS?ar'rh'^'a'
"^

^"^- '' ^ *^'"-',-- «" C'^''^"-

Buying in birds coming from diseased flocks, or it is sometimes carried by birdsIrom the showroom. '

In attempting treatment observe precautionary measures to prevent spreador incubation by carriers. Isolate diseased birds; remove crust of nodules f and
treat with creohn (2 per cent, solution) or corrosive sublimate

,,'oTr and dusted

I! J?ffn',i •'"'^- "H" ^ ^''**''^ ^^ '""^^'"S the affected parts twice perday with the following simple remedy

:

Common table salt 1 teaspoonful.

;'°^«" • • .• 1 teaspoonful.
Carbolic acid 1 teaspoonful.
Boiled water 1 pjj,j.

Fowl Cholera. It is a virulent, usually fatal, and highly infectious disease.
While rather common m Europe, it is not so prevalent in this country, although
investigations show it to be on the increase here. It is a bacterial disease affecting
all kinds of birds. The disease may be acute, in which case birds die in a few
hours, or it may be sub-acute, the birds lingering for several days.

The earliest indication of the disease is the yellow coloration of the urates
which, normally are white. This may be tinted with yellow as a result of other
disorders than cholera. The urates is the chalky discharge on the droppings and

m

t^
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is excreted by the kidneys. While this yellowish coloration is not absolutely cer-

tain proof of the presence of cholera, it should be taken as a warning and the birds

showing the condition isolated. The excretion of the yellow urates, which later

changes to a bright emerald green, is accompanied with more or less diarrhoea,

wliich consists largely of colorless mucus. The bird isolates itself from the balance

of the flock, the plumage becomes roughened, the wings droop and tiie head is

drawn -.own to the Iwdy. Tht.-y become very weak, the crop is distended and the

birds show intense thirst.

Post-mortem examination reveals an inflamed condition of the digestive

organs, kidnevs, and mesenteries.

The disease is transmitted by contact with infected birds and drinking water

used by an infected flock. Occasionally apparently healthy birds may serve as

carriers, j'ot never show any outward ill-effects from its presence.

The only satisfactory method of treatment is to kill and burn diseased birds.

In killing, do not draw blood, as this is heavily charged with bacteria, and might

s>rve to infect the whole flock. Clean up and thoroughly disinfect all buildings

and equipment, and cultivate the runs or yards thoroughly and frequently. Those

birds which appear to recover 'rom the disease should be killed and marketed to

prevent them acting as chronic carriers of the disease, causing infection, and later

on outbreaks.

Houp. This is a contagious catarrh attacking the membrane lining the eye,

the sacs below the eye (infra-orbital sinuses), the nostrils, the larynx and the

trachea.

The disease, which is aggravated by cold, wet fall weather, is first indicated

by a watery discharge from the nostrils. In a few days this becomes thick, obstruct-

ing the breathing. The birds become listless and mopy, the wings droop and the

heed is drawn in to the body, wliile the birds show a decided loss of appetite. The

inflammation, whicj begins in the nasal passages, soon extends to the eyes. The lids

become swollen and glued together by the accumulated section. The viscosity

of the discharge from the nostrils and eyes increases until they become completely

closed, and the secretions become thick and cheese-like, producing swellings which

continue to increase in size as the disease becomes more firmly established.

The course of the disease is usually of long duration. Where swellings occur

about ihe head the case usu.illy becomes chronic. Birds may become affected with

the disease, but not at any time severely enough to be serious, yet may act as a

carrier and source of infection to tiie flock at all times. Once introduced, it may

remain in the flock for years.

While the specific organism or organisms which cause the disease are not cer-

tainly known, its infectious nature is well established. It is probably carried from

one individual to another in the flock by the particles of dried secretion in thr

air or possibly by the food and drink contaminated by diseased bird^. It may aiso

be carried on the clothing or utensils.

Treatment.—Prevention is bettor tlinn attenii)t('(l cure. Be careful in intro-

ducing birds from other flocks. Isolate all sick l)irds, and aim to keep the'flock

as healthy as possible, thus rendering them disease resistant.

In case of infection, individual treatment is necessary, and as the possibility

of obtaining a complete cure is very slight, it is, therefore, not advisublo to attempt

treatment unless the l)ird is a particularly vnlual)le one. Potassium permanganate

may be used in the drinking water to help prevent the spread f .' Mie di.-case. Treat

infected birds by innnersing (he head in a solution of potassium permanganate
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for twenty to tliirty seconds. This should \>e preceded l)y a massage of the head,
applying pressure with the thumb and forefinger on the' nostrils in the direction
•of the beak two or three times. If tumors are present, however, a cure is practi-
<!al]y impossible.

Internal I'arasiles. Tiiey are present in the intestines and ceca in small
numbers in almost all birds. Normally they do not cause troul)le. but under cer-
tain conditions, however, they become so numerous as to be serious, jn such
•cases they affect the digestion and cause diarrhoea. In such cases thev mav become
rolled into balls in the intestines, causing complete stoppage of tlie' same.

In treating for worms a simple remedy to use is oil of turpentine. This may
be given at the rate of one-quarter to one-half teaspoonful, to which is added
about an equal amount of sweet oil. Follow this in two or three hours with a
teaspoonful of epsom salts. In a week or ten davs repeat the treatment if neces-
«ary.

Ejfernnl Parasifes—Lice. There are several varieties of these, whidi are
more or less common on hens. They seldom leave tJie body of the bird, so that

Fig. 71. Showing sweliing about tlie
eye, a common condition in cases
of roup. There is almost an entire
absence of discliarge from tlie nos-
trils in this case.

Fig. 72. Bird showing a bad attack
of Scaly Leg Mite.

Ireating it is nece.ssary to treat for the parasite on the bird. The common method
of treatment is to dust tlie bird's plumage with insect powder, although in some
cases applying Blue Ointment to the fluff and under the wings, or even dipping
the birds in some oi the prepared dips. T'.ie first two are the most satisfactory
as the dipping is liable to cause colds unless the birds are thoroughly dried in a
warm room.

Possibly the most satisfactory lice powdnr to use is one invented by Mr. R. C.
lowry. formerly of Cornell University. It is ninde as follows

:

Take 3 parts of gasoline and 1 part of cnrbolic acid, 00 to 95 per cent,
strengtii. Mix tiiese together and then add gnidually, bv stirring, enough plaster
of paris to take up all th^ moisture. It will take about "four quarts of the plaster
of paris to one quart of the liquid. Aft.-r stirring sufficient to insure thorough
mixing spread out and allow to become perfectly ilry. If the proper strength
•carbolic acid cannot be secured tlie same quantity of crosol may Iw used.

Ne.\t to the above, pure pyrethrum or I'ersian insect powder will be found
418 cheap and effective as any.
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In using any powder or treatment for lice one application ia not sufficient

to free the birds of the parasites, as there are the unhatdu-d eggs which are not

affected by the application. The treatment should be repeated in about ten days
and a third application given if necessary.

With young chicks, lice, if present, are usually found on the top of the

head. The only safe and satisfactory treatment is to apply grease, such as lard or

Taeeline, to the top and back of the head with the finger. The addition of sul-

phur to the grease is sometimes recommended, but should not be used on young
chicki.

Mites. The most common variety is the fowl mite or red mite. They visit

the birds only to feed, usually at night, and spend the T<»t of the time on tlie under
Bides of the perches, in cracks or crevices, or in collected droppings, or other filth

that may be allowed to accumulate about the hou^Je. They breed in such places

88 mentioned above and reproduce very rapidly, especially in the hot spring and
summer.

Fig. 73. A good type of spray outfit for a
poultry plant.

Treating for mites consists in first thoroughly cleaning the house, removing
all droppings, litter and nesting material. Then thoroughly spray with a five

per cent, solution of cresol, using sufficient force to get good penetration into the
cracks and crevices. Repeat this if necessary. Treating the roosts with kerosene
at intervals of two weeks during warm weather will assist in preventing spread
of the parasites.

Scaly Leg. The mites producing this condition excavate places under the
skin where they live and breed. The irritation produi. ' by the presence of the
mites under the skin induces a discharge from the surrounding tissue which
solidifies. Increased secretions raise the skin of the legs, producing the rough,
scaly condition. The raising of the skin enables the mite to burrow further into

the tissue, thereby aggravating tiio scaly condition.

Individual treatment is necessary. It consists of the application of some
penetrating oil to the infected parts. Immersing the slianks in kerosene or n five

per cent, solution of cresol, anointing the parts after each immersion with lard

or vaseline, will usually effect a cure.

(Note.—In the preparation of the foregoing work on diseases the publica-

tion " Diseases of Poultry " by Pearl, Surface and Curtis, has been used extensively,

for which credit is herel)y given).




